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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
. AT RICHlVIOND. 
Record No. 2325· 
THE BOULEVARD APARTMENT.$, INC., A CORPORA-
TION, Plaintiff in )Tirror, 
versus 
OP AL l~V ANS; Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF ERROR AND BRIE,F IN 
SUPPORT. . 
To the Honorable Chief Justice and the Associate JusticP-s of 
the Siepreme Court of .A ~peals of l7 irgin.ia: 
Your Petitioner, The Boulevard Apartments, Inc., a Vir-
ginia corporation, respectful1y represents u11to Your Honors 
that it is aggrieved by a. Final Judgment. Order entered by 
the Corporation Court of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, 
on the 11th day of April, 1940, whereby a judgment was en-
tered against it in the sum of Fifteen Hundred Dollars 
($1,500.00) in favor of the defendant in error. This Peti-
tioner prays that a writ of error be granted to the said judg-
ment -and to this end presents herewith an authenticated copy 
of the record of the case and a brief in support of its peti-
tion, hereby adopted as opening brief. 
The position of the parties in the Lower Oourt is the re-
verse of which. they occupy here. Hereafter the parties will 
be spoken of as plaintiff an<;l defendant as they appeared in 
the Lower Court. 
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STATID:MENT OF THE CASE. 
The plaintiff proceeded by notice of motion for judg-
2"" ment against the. *defendant to recover a judgment in 
the sum of ·$10,000.00 by reason of an accident which 
occurred on the 16th clay of Octobe1·, 1939, iu an apartment 
building located on Green Street in Alexandria, Virginia~ 
The motion for judgment alleges that the defendant owned 
and operated for profit the said apartment in which was main-
tained an incinerator as a means of disposal for trash, waste 
and garbage; that the incinerator on the 16th day of Octo-
ber, 1939, without any knowledge on the part of the plaintiff, 
was defective or out of order and that while the plaintiff was 
cleaning out her-vacuum cleaner in the hall of the said apart-
ment building· and standing near the door of the incinerator 
an explosion occurred in ~mid "inc.inerator, resulting in flames 
coming through the opening or the door of the incinerator in 
the hall and seriously and severely burning the plaintiff about 
the head, face, body and arms (R.; p. 1 ). 
To this notice of motion for jndgment the defendant filed 
pleas of the general issue and of contributory negligence 
(R., pp. 3-4). At the eonclusion of the plaintiff's evidence 
in chief, the defendant moved to strike (R., p. 78). To the 
· action of the Court in overruling this motion, defendant ex'7 
cepted and stated its grounds of exception (R., p. 80). At 
the conclusion of all the testimony in the case, the motion to 
strike was ag·ain made and a.gain overruled (R., p. Ul5). The 
jury returned a verdict in faYor of the plaintiff in the sum of 
·$1,500.00, whereupon the defendant by Counsel moved the 
Court to set the verdict aside as contrary to the law and the 
evidence; moved the Court to render Final Judgment for the 
defendant; moved in arrest of judgment and a stay of execu-
tion and for a new trial, all of which motions the Court over-
ruled and to which action of the Court the defendant noted 
exceptions (R.., p. 1.41). 
3• . *.STATiffl\flTINT OF THE FACTS. 
The defendant owned and operated an apartment on Green 
Street in the City of Alexandria~ Virginia. The apar-tment 
consisted of two units, clesip:nated A and B, which were opened 
for the first time to the public in A~1gnst, 1939. T11e plaintiff 
leased apartment No. 325 in Unit B and moved in on the 
evening of September 30, 1939. The phlintiff's furnishin!:?;S, 
l1owever, except for bare nece::::Aities, did not arrive until Oct.o-
her J 4 and con~isted Qf furniture, dishes, a11Cl rnp.:s (R., pp. 
20-21). 
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In each Unit there was instal1ed an incinerator of the low 
temperature type. In the basement of each Unit there is a 
square fire box and the chimney goes straight up from this 
incinerator, acting both as a feed and as a flue. The apart-
ment of the plaintiff is locRted on the third floor and in th~ 
. hallways of the first, second and third floor there is located 
a hopper or depository through which the tenants may de-
posit trash and garbage. The door of the hopper lias two 
metal sides and the bottom of the door as it is opened wo,rks 
on a radius. When the door closes the flue is opened. and 
when the door opens the flue is closed. Material is deposited 
in the metal container and in order to drop it into the flue the 
hopper door is closed and material then f a.lls into the in-
cinerator in the basement b~low where it is there ignited. 
Smoke and fumes go up the same flue in which tra~h and 
other material is deposited (R, pp. 82 & 83). 
This type of incinerator does not burn constantly. "Wben 
the fire box is filled with trash, a light is applied at the toJ) 
and it burns from the top down (R., p. 83). Because of th~ 
existence of the hoppers on the three floors of .Apartment B, 
wherein trash is deposited by tenants, the operation of the 
. incinerator is not within the exclusive control of the defend-
ant. The tenant must open the hopper door, deposit the trash. 
and then clm:;cthe door. camdn.2: the trash to drop down 
4 * the chimney into the fire box where *it is bur11ed from 
time to time (R .. p. 36). Instructions, guiding tenants 
in the use of the incinerator, are attacJ1ed to the hopper doo1·s 
(R., p. 2~). 
On October 14 t.hP plaintiff's furniture and furnishings ar-
rived by shipment from Kansas City, Missouri. Dishes were 
unpacked from the bnrrcls and boxes in which they had been 
shipped. The barrels had been packed with excelsior. . The 
rugs had been packed since June 1, 1.939, and prior to pack-
ing· had been g·iven a moth-proof washing in naphtha soap· 
and were p]aced in Rtora,ge from June. 1, 1939, up to the timP 
of their shipment to Alexandria (R., p. 35). 
Following· unpacking, the apartment was cleaned Snndav. 
Althoug-h t.he rng· was c]eaned thoroughly there was st.ill 
~cattered over tl10. rup; tiny bits of excelsior and moth flalrn~ 
(R. p. 38). 
Early i11 the morning of October 16 the plaintiff noticc"'d 
thnt the l1ead on whic]1 tl,e door of the hopper was f ast.ened 
was loo~e and falling down and that this condition she re-
ported to t.l1e janitor or manager of the apartment and that 
a little later in the moming: she not.iced that the whole head 
of the hopper wm, off and laying· on a pack of newspaper~ 
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about a foot high and that there was a large opening in tho 
wall that looked into the flue (R., p. 24). She did not use the 
fucinerator on October 16 but that on the afternoon of that 
day- she took the ba.g of her own vacuum cleaner out in the hall 
£or the purpose of cleaning· it and that as she stood before 
t~e- incinerator something blew out of the incinerator hitting· 
her in the face and causing her severe burns (R., pp. 24 & 25). 
Afte·r the accident, the incinerator was inspected by the 
engineer of the firm which installed it. There was no evi-
dence of any defect and the hopper on the third floor, where 
the accident occurred, was not out of order. No repairs or 
replacements were ever made to the hoppers or incinerator be-
. tween date of installation and date of trial (R., pp. 86 
5 • & 87). The hopper and *hopper door were in the same 
condition after the accident as before and required no 
repair or replacement (R., pp. 86 & 87). Immediately follow-
ing· the accident the hopper door was closed. The door to the 
fire box was closed (R., p. 107) and the explosion did not 
generate there but was cau~ed by combustible material being 
thrown into the chimney and there ignited (R., p. S4). 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
1 (1) The Court errecl in not excluding· the testimony of the 
plaintiff, who stated that after the accident she saw the janitor 
.thi·ow bricks down the chimney from the hopper door in the 
· hallway of her apartment in order to clean the flue. 
(2) The Court erred in overruling the defendant's motion 
to strike at the co~clusion of the plaintiff's testimony in 
chief. 
(3) The Court erred in overruling the defendant's motion 
.to strike at the conclusion of all the testimony. . 
( 4) The Court erred in overruling defendant's motion to 
~et. the verdict aside as contrary to the law and the evidence. 
ARGUMENT.· 
On the First A.ss-i,Qnment of Erro1 •• 
(1) The Court erred in not excluding the testimony of the 
p 1a;ntiff, who sta.ted that after the accident she saw the janitor 
throw bricks down the chim,ney .from the hopper door in tlir> 
lrn.llwau of her avartment in order to clean, the fl,,..,:. 
The instant case is one of first impression in Virginia and 
involves an accident a1ising from the operation of an in-
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cinerator. In considering the assignments of error herein-
after argued, it is important to remember the evidence con-
clusively shows that the operation of the incinerator is 
6* •not under the exclusive control of the defendant but 
is an instrumentality operated manually in parbby the 
tenants on the respective floors of the apartment for .i their 
convenience in disposing of trash a.nd garbage (R., p. 36). 
The C9urt ruled out the e,:idence of the plain.tiff ·that she 
had noticed that the incinerator had previously smoked on 
the ground that there was no. evidence to show· a causal con-
nection between the smoking of the incinerator and the acci-
dent itself or that the $moking condition was due to a defect 
in the incinerator and not to the carelessness of some t.enant 
(R., p. 29). Yet the Court refused to exclude the testimony 
of the plaintiff that, after the acc~dent, she saw the janitor 
throw bricks down the ehimney from the hopper do·or in the 
hallway of her apartment in order to clean the flue (R., pp. 
49-51). The exclusion of this testimony was urged also be.:. 
cause it showed absolutelv no causal connection between the 
accident and some aet o:f the janitor several days later. 
The admission of this testimony was especially harmful 
to the defendant. It completely nullifi1ed w;tiatever advantage .. 
the defendant had gained by the proper exclusion of testi-
mony relating to a smoking condition prior to the accid~nt. 
It permitted the jury to believe that a condition existing many 
days after the accident was due to some defect which existed 
.at. the time of the a.cciclent and was the cause of it. ~t permitted 
the jury to fix responsibility through conj~cture and guess-
work with no sing-le fact relating the act of the janitor either 
to any defect in the incinerator or to the cause of the acci-
dent. 
In the case of Arnold v. Tf' ood~ 173 Va., page 18, our Court 
has held that when liability depends upon carelessness or 
fault· of a person, or hi~ agents, the right of recovery depends· 
upon the same being shown by competent evidence, and it is 
incumbent upon a plaintiff to furnish •evidence to show 
7* how and why t.he accident occurred-some fact or facts 
by wl1icl1 it can be determined by the jury, and not be 
left entirely to conjecture, guess or random judgment, upon 
mere supposition, without a single \mown fact. 
This evidence is manifestly incompetent. A smoking con-
dition in the flue of an incinerator, just as in the clogged flue 
of a fireplace, does not ()Onstitute a danger or defect but 
only a nuisance. The incinerator will smoke whe}!ever paper 
or cardboard boxes, contrary to instructions, are thrown in 
the bopper, thereby choking the chimney (R., p. 90). No 
factual evidence connects this condition and the act of the 
.,, 
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janitor to correct it with the cause of the ae~ident; nor helps 
in any way to explain how and why the accident occurred. But 
it is clear that the jury ml1st have based largely it8 verdiet 
upon this evidence. Recovery could not be justified from 
any other circumsta·uce because i.t was the only evidence in 
support of the plaintiff's ~harge of negligence . 
.ARGUMENT. 
On the Second A.~signment of Error. 
(2) The Co11,rt erred in overruli,n.g the defendant'.,; motion 
to strike at the· concl'llsion of the plaintiff's testitnony in chiej. 
Our highest Court Irns held that in considering a motion 
to strike out all the plaintiff's evicfonce, the evidence is to be 
considered very much as on a demurrer to the evidence. All 
inferences which a jury might fairly draw from plaintiff's 
evidence must be drawn in his favor; and where there are 
several inferences which may be drawn from the evidence, 
though they may differ in deg-ree of probability, the Court 
must adopt those most favorable to the party whose evidence 
it is sought to have struek out, unless they be strained, forced 
or contrary to reason. 
Frances M. Richardson, .Adm:inistratrix, v. Appalachiatr. 
Electric Power Company, 163 Va. 394. 
8* •Emphasis is now placed upon t]1e allegations of the 
plaintiff in her notice of motion for judgment. in which 
it is alleg·ed that on the 16th day of October, 1939, without 
any knowledge on her part, the incinerator was defective or 
out of order and that it was the dutv of the defendant to main-
tain t-iaid incinerator in a careful,· prndcnt and safe manne1~ 
and that the defendant contrary to its duty did negligently 
operate said incinerator so tllat it became dangerous (R., 
p. 1). . 
There is no evidence in the plaintiff's case in cl1ief to sus-
tain these alleg·ations. The only defect in the incinerator was 
testified to bv the plaintiff herself, who says that on the morn-
ing of October 16. 1939. the head ou which the door of the 
hopper was fastened was loose and falling· down and that :.1 
little later in the morning· of the same day the whole head 
of the hopper was off and lying on a pack of newspapers 
about a foot high (R.. p. 24). No other person testified to 
this defect. This condition was observed by her on the morn-
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.ing of the day of the accident and she reported the condition 
of the head on the hopper door being· loose and falling down 
. to the janitor, who, acrording to her statement, reported his 
familiarity with the condition and suggested. that she not US{} 
it. ,She then talked to the lady in the apartment in 328 (R .. , 
p. 24). Certainly this lady and no other tenant testified to 
the condition of the hopper door. 
Admitting her statement to be true and admitting that this 
~ondition was reported to the janitor, are any inferences to 
be drawn from this evidence in any way to connect the acci-
dent of which she complains with the condition of that morn-
ing! The accident did not occur until the afternoon after 
lunch, which she had eaten late, and approximately about 2 
o'clock (R., p. 55). · 
Is there any causal connect.ion be.tween the condition of the 
hopper and the hopper door to which she testifies and 
9* the accident which occurred some *hours later! Accord-
ing· to her own testimony, she was in the hallway at least 
twice when this condition existed and vet no accident oc.c.urred. 
Can her injury be tracNl to a condition existing many hours 
before the accident as the natural and probable consequenP.e 
of that single defect? 
The primary fault here alleged and proven is this singfo 
defect. 'N as there any internwdiate or independent cause, 
disconnected from the primary fault which produced the in-
jury? There is no evidenrc to show an unbroken sequence 
; between the prime act of negligence and her injury. 
Every circumstance discounts tl1e theory or clear inference 
that the defective condition of the hopper door, even if tme, 
caused the accident. The acc.ident did not occur until the 
plaintiff phlced hers(?lf before 1he hopper door in the afte1;-
noon for tl1c purpose of cleaning the bag of her vacuum 
cleaner. The lapse of time between morning· and afternoon 
in which no accident occurred to the plaintiff or to anyone 
else clearlv indicates that thP ac~ident was not thP ua.tnral 
sequence of the condition of the hopper door but was the re.:. 
gu]t of some inclependPut caus(\ to w·hich either the pla.intiff 
l1erself cont.ributed or for whir]1 some other tenant or un-
explained agency was responsible. 
Spence v. American Oil Com.pany, 171. Va., page 62. 
In the Hg·ht of this assig11ment. of error the important facts 
to be considered by this Court are as follows: 
1. The plaintiff a11eged defect in the incinerator and negli-
gent operation as the cause of her injury. 
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·2. There is no testimony connecting the accident in the 
afternoon with the so-called defective condition of the morn-
ing. 
. 3. No other person observed the so-called defect although 
plaintiff discussed it with the '' lady in 328.'' 
· · 4. Plaintiff was in hallway upon at least two occasions 
10* in the morning. *No accident occurred at that time. 
5. No accident occurred until afternoon when plaintiff 
places herself immediately in front of incinerator door. She 
says 8he did not use it that afternoon. Why was she imme-
diately in front of the door? She knew it was out of order. 
Why would she place herself in close proximity to a situa-
tion she knew to be def cdive and dangerous 1 That she com-
mitted some act causing the accident, independent .of any de-
fect in the door, is clearly evidenced by her own testimony. 
First, she moved in her apartment on September 30, 193-9. 
However, the shipment of her furniture did not arrive until 
October 14. This consisted of furniture, rugs aud dishes. 
The rugs had been packed since June and had been treated 
in an anti-moth solution. The dishes were packed in excel-
sior. Although the plaintiff testifies that following the un-
packing of this shipment of furnishings the apartment was 
scrupulously cleaned, there remained trash of a combustible 
nature, tiny pieces of excelsior and moth flakes (R., p. 38). 
· Then on the day of the accident, long after the plaintiff 
had observed the defect.iYe condition of the hopper and the 
hoppei· door, she had made certain dirt in her apartment and 
undertook to clean the same by the use of her own vacuum 
cleaner. In attempting to assemble it she stated it would not 
work because the mouth of t.he bag had been clogged with 
hair, thus preventing suction (R., p. 39). Despite the fact 
that this impediment fo the use of her vacuum cleaner was 
:quite inconsequential, she did not undertake to clean it in 
her own room but took the bag into the hallway and in front 
of the door (R., p. 40). 
6. ·There is evidence in the plaintiff's testimony in chief 
that the hopper door was not defective. The plaintiff's 
13. * husband on the ver~1 evening ~of the accident made an 
inspection of the scene of the accident for the purpose 
of shaping up in his own mind what had taken place (R., p. 
7 4 \. He does not niake a single statement in corroboration 
of his wife's testimony relative to the hopper or the hopper 
door being out of order or defective. It is only reasonable to 
believe that if her te~timony in this regard were true his 
own inveRt.igation would' have disclosed it and his testimony 
reflected it. 
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Applying -the principles set out in the Rfohanlson v. Ap-
palachian, case, supra., to the fore going facts, it is elear the 
Lower Court. erred in overruling· the motion fo strike. Re-
solving- all inferences from plaintiff's testimony in her favor, 
no reasonable basis existed. upon which recovery could be 
justified. There is only an unexplained accident. The· plain-
tiff failed to show that the accident was caused· by the negli-
gence of the defendant. She failed to show that the negligent 
condition of the hopper contrib1.~.ted in any. way to the accident. 
There is no proof that the fire or explosion originated in the 
fire box to which the janitor alone had ac-cess .. From the evi-
dence and the inferences to be drawn therefrom, the Court 
could reasonably conclude that the accident ·may have been 
the result of many causes,-by some act of the plaintiff, somfl 
act of other tenants, or some act of the defendant. To relat~ 
its cause solely or proximately to some act of the defendant, 
is contrary to all reason imd logic. 
ARGUMENT. 
On the Third Assignment of Er1·01'. 
(3) The Court erred in 01_,err1tling the defendant's motio-» 
lo strike at the conclusion of all the tesU.moiiy. 
At the conclusion of all of the testimony the defendant again 
renewed its motion to strike and stated as the grounds for 
said motion the same reasons that were advanced when 
12• the motion was made at the conclusion of »>the plaintiff's 
testimony ( R., p. 135). 
The Court in overruling this renewal of. the· defendant's 
motion to strike again based its decision solely upon the evi-
dence that the door was open and that if the jury believe that 
the hopper door was off and the flue was· open and the ex-
plosion occurred while this condition existed, then it had the 
right to conclude that was the cause of the accident (R.; p. 
136). 
In the light of the case of Rawle v. Mcllhenny, 163 Va. 735. 
t.his Petitioner does not argue that even though the trial 
Court was warranted in sustaining the original motion to 
strike that the judgment for the plaintiff will be reversed 
because tl1e motion wa.i:; overruled. The case thereafter was 
proceeded with. ·But it is argued, if the motion is renewed. 
and it appears from a fair development of the evidence of 
both sides, that the argument for the motion is more strongly 
buttressed by such evidence and that a verdict for the plain-
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tiff based upon such evidence would be plainly wrong, then 
judgment will be reversed because of the action of tho trial 
Court in overruling said motion. 
There is no evidence in the case that at the time of the acci-
dent the hopper was off and that the fine was open. The-
plaintiff herself does not testify that wh('n she went into the 
hallway with her vacuum cleaner ba.g immediately preceding 
the accident that the defective condition she noticed earlier 
in the morning then.-.~xisted. The janitor testified that he 
was direct.ed to go to::the third floor of Apartment Band that 
the only condition.lie then found was that the door was open 
and he immediately closed it. (R., p. 108). The maid testifi.ed 
that she obRerved the hopper door after she had given aid to 
the plaintiff following· the accident and that it was then closed 
(R., p. 120). The maid waR not an employee or agent of 
the defendant bnt hired her services to vatious tenants (R., 
p. 121). 
The janitor testified that following t.he accident he 
13• made an *investigation and the door was closed and that 
in addition the door to the fire box in the bMement was 
closed (R., p. 107). 
The engineer who installed the incinerator testified that if 
there was an explosion which forced the doors of the hopper· 
then the accident could only have .been caused by the ig·nition 
of c.ombustible material in the flue before it reached the fire.> 
box and that if it had originated in the fire box as the result 
of any negligence of the janitor the doors of the fire box 
would have been blown ont and not the doors of the hopper 
(R., p. 85). There is the positiv() testimony of this engineer 
tha.t be superintended the installation of the incinerator and 
that it was done properly (R., p. 81); that he inspected upon 
two occasions the incinerator and it was in proper condition 
and that following- the accident. he made an inspection of the 
incinerator and that its condition was the same as when it 
had been installed and that not one item of repair work or 
replacement had ever been done to the incinerator (R., p. 87). 
This statement is also confirmed by the apartment manager 
(R., p. 128). It is tl1e further expert. testimony that if the 
defect existed to whic]1 the plaintiff I1erself testified that it 
could not have been repaired except by replacement (R., p. 
87). 
This accident. can onl~1' be . explained by tlle circumstance 
that eitl1er the plaintiff herself or ~ome other tenant had 
opened a hopper door and J1nd emptied something eombnstihle 
into t.he hopper wl1icl1 ig·nited in the fine nncl that ns th,-
hopper door was being; ~nut flame shot through tbe arc of 
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the open door. The physic.al f_acts of the plaintiff's in-
juries clearly indicate this to be true. She was right-handed 
and the seriommess of her injuries is confined entirely to 
her right side (R., pp. 7 & 41). Her right side was directly 
exposed to the cause of her injuries and, therefore, it is ap-
parent that she was shaking her vacuum bag into the partially 
open door of the hopper. 
14* * ARGUMENT. 
On the Fourth Assi_qnment of Error. 
( 4) The rJourt erred in overmlin._q defendant's motion to 
set the verdict aside as contrarJJ to the law and the evidence. 
Our Court has repeatedlv held that a verdict must be set 
aside when it is without evidence to support it or when it is 
plainly wrong, even if it is supported by some evidence. 
Cawley v. Ilwnes, 173 Va. 381. 
The guiding principle for the Court is not what it may think 
the jury ought to have done or what the Court may think 
it would have done had it been sitting as a jury in the 
case but whet.her as reasonable men the jury could have found 
suc.h a verdict upon the evidence. 
Thornhill v. Thornhill, 172 Va. 553. 
The evidence lrns been fully analysed under the foregoing 
assignments of error and will not again be detailed. The 
plaintiff had im,isted, in arg·uing her instructions before the 
.Court, that the doctrine of rr~s ipsa loqu,itur applied and that 
the jury should. be so instruefocl. This insistence clearly in-
dicated the theory and viewpoint of the · plaintiff's case, 
_namely, that an accident had oec·urrC'cl for which they lmn bee11 
·unable to explain, thm;, admitting- there was no causal con-
nection between the aC.'eident itself and her single alleg:ation 
and proof of a defect.iYe condition of the hopper door. The 
Court, in denying tllis theory, placed upon the plaintiff the 
· full burden of proof and the necessity to show that thiR so-
called defect wM tl1e proximate cause of the accident and the 
proximate result of the defect. Plainly, the jury disregarded 
the Oourt 's instructions and their application to the evidenee. 
Tlie evidlmce discloRes only a mere probability that the 
defendant luid been guilty of negligence. 
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15* ·The evidence discloses that the cause of the acci-
dent is equally consfstent with the existence or non-
existence of neg·lig·ence on the part of the defendant. 
The evidence discloses insvection following the accident, 
showing· the normal condition of the incinerator throughout 
and that not 01ie item of repair or replacement had ,been dorn~ 
before or .after the accident. 
Expert evidence discloses that the accident, if it happened 
as the plaintiff testifies, occurred in the flue as the result of 
some tenant using the same contrary to instructions and not 
in the fire box to which the janitor had access. 
The evidence discloses the hopper door on the third floor 
was closed following the accident. 
·. The evidence discloses that the maid, who is not an em-
ployee or an agent of the defendant company, used the hopper 
on the second floor a few minutes before the accident and 
that the incinerator at that time was working normally. 
The jury· clearly based its verdict upon the conclusion that 
the defect in the hopper door was the proximate cause of the 
accident. But what evidenre is there in the record to show 
that as the proximate result of the defective condition an 
aooident occurred injuring the plaintiff! The jury by con-
jecture only could eupply that evidence because there are no 
facts making· an unbroken sequence between the prime act of 
neglip:ence and the injury. 
The Court, upon the hasis of these facts only, should not 
have permitted the case to go to the jury. But having com~ 
mitted this error, it could and should have set the yerdict 
aside. 
,vHEREFORE, yorir Petitioner prays that it may be 
awarded a writ of error and .<,upe'rsedeas, and that the 
rn• judgment of the trial Court, entered *on the 11th day of 
April. 1940, be set aside and that judgment be entered 
for the Plaintiff in Error. 
And it will ever pray, etc. 
THE BOU.LEV ARD APARTMENT, INC., 
By: PAUL V. ROGERS, 
.J. RANDALL CATON, JR., 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff in Errorr 
PAUL V. ROGERS, 
.T. RANDALL CATON •• TR., 
Attorneys for Petitioner, 
A1exandda, Virginia. 
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I, J. Randall Caton, Jr., an Attorney practicing in the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certify that, 
in my opinion, the Judgment.complained of in this case should 
be reviewed and revfrsed. 
J. RANDALL CATON, JR., 
Alexandria, Virginia. 
Counsel for the Petitioner pray that they may ·be permitted 
to state orally their reasons for asking that the Judgment 
of the trial Court be reversed. This petition will be presented 
to Associate Justice Browning, in vacation, at Orange, Vir-
ginia. 
PAUL V. ROGERS~ 
J. RANDALL CATON, JR. 
17;J •we, Frederick L. Flynn and Maurice D. Rosenberg, 
Attorneys for the Defendant in Error, Opal Evans; do 
hereby certify that a copy of the above Petition was delivered 
into our hands on the 27th day of May, 1940. 
Given under our hands this 27th day of May, 1~40. 
Rec'd 5-28-40. 
FREDERICK L. FLYNN and 
M.A:URICE D. ROSENBERG, 
Attorneys for the Defendant in Error~ 
GEORGE L. BROWNING. 
,Jnne 6, 1940. ,vrit of error and s1upersedeas awarded by 
the court. Rond $2.000. 
M. B. W. 
RECOR[ 
In the Corporation Court of the City of Alexandria, Vir-
ginia. 
Opal Evan~, Plaintiff 
. v. 
The Boulevard Apartments, Inc., a corporation, Def·endant. 
14 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Law #2652. 
NOTIOE OF :MOTION FOR .JUDGMENT. 
filed January 23, 1940. 
To the Boulevard Apartments, Inc.. 
Green & S,; ·Washington Streets, 
Alexandria:,. Virginia. 
. -- .... 
Please take notice that on the 12th day of },ebruary, Ul40, 
at 10 :00 ... \. :M., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, 
at the Corporation Courtroom, in the City of Alexandria, Vir-
g·inia, the undersigned will move for a judgment ag·ainst you 
in the sum of Ten Thousand· Do11ars ($10,000.00) and the costs 
of thi~ suit, as a. result of your negligence, t.he more par-
ti~:mlars of which are as follows: 
That on the 16th dny of October, 1939, the undersigned 
Plaintiff was a tenant in your apartment building located on 
Green Street iu the City of AJexandria, Virginia, and she and 
her husband had leased from you, apartment #325 B. 
That you did own and operate said apartment house in the 
City of Alexandria, Virg·inia, for profit and that in said apart-
ment house you did maintain an incinerator, which went up 
through the walls of the halls in said apartment building 
and it was offered by you to me and other tenantg 
page 2 } as a means of disposal for trash, waste, garbage 
and other tllin~·s. That said incinerator on the 
16th day of October, 1939, was out of order a.nd that on occa-
sions before said incinerator was defective or out of order. 
That on the 16tl1 clay of OctobP.r, 1939, that without any knowl-
edge on the part of the undersigned plaintiff. tJiat said in-
cinerator was defective or ont of order, the undersign~d plain-
tiff wai=; cleaning out her vacuum cleaner as sbe bad t.he right 
to do in the hall of said apartments and was sbmcling ne~r 
tlw door of said incinerator. 'I'hat. it then and there bec~ame 
your duty to maintain said incinera.tor in a careful, pmdent, 
and Rafe manner. But contrm·y to your duty, aforesaid, you 
did negligently operate said incinerator so that it became 
dangerous. That while the undersigned was standing in the 
hall UH ~fotcd aforesaid, an explosion occurred in snid in-
cinerator and that 88 a result of snid explosion and without 
any fault on the part of the undersigned plaintiff, flames: came 
tl11·Gugl1 tl1e opening or door of t11e said incinQrator in s11id 
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hall and did seriously and severely burn said plaintiff about 
the_ head, face, body and arms. That as a result of said 
burns, the plaintiff had to go to the hospital in the City of 
Alexandria, and there be treated by physicians. That she 
. suffered great mental and physical anguish, shock and damage 
to her nerves, and still so suffers. That Plaintiff has been so 
severely wrecked that she cannot sleep properly. That she 
suffered from nausea. That the hair on her head was burned 
off. That the hair on her eyelashes and eyelids was burned 
off. That she has suffered and still so suffers from mental 
anguish caused by said burns. That she is left with scars. 
That she has contracted physicians' bills in the 
page 3 ~ sum of $55.00 in and about endeavoring to be cured 
of said injuries .. 
Wherefore, the undersigned, will at the aforesaid time and 
place move the Court for a judgment against you iu the ~um 
of ten thousand dollars besides the costs of this suit. 
OP AL EV A.i.~S, 
Plaintiff, 
By . counsel. 
M. n. R.OS]~NBERG, 
FREDERICK L. FLYNN, p. q. 
SERGEANT'S RETURN. 
l-Oxccuted on the 23rd day of January, 1940, in the City uf 
Alexandria, Virginia, serving· a true copy of the witllin No-
tice of Motion for Judgment on The Boulevard ApartmentEt, 
Inc .• by delivering a c-opy thereof, in writing, to l\frg. Y. S. 
Knapp, in person, who is the Resident Manager of said Boule-
vard Apa rt.men ti:;;, and who resides in the City of Alexandria, 
Virginia. 




ROBT. H. COX. Serge:mt. 
ROBT. H. COX. Serg·e,mt. .. 
16 · Supreme Court of .Appeals of Virginia 
PLJiJA OF GENERAL ISSUE. 
Filed FP.b. 6~ 1940. 
The said defendant, by its Attorneys, comes and says that 
., · it is not g'Uilty of the premises in the notice of mo-
pag·e 4 ~ ~ion for judgment laid to its charg·e, in manner and 
form as the said plaintiff hath complained. And 
of this th~ said defendant puts itself upon the· country. 
ROGERS, FUREY & WISE, 
J. RANDALL CATON, ,TR., 
Attorneys for the Defendant. 
PLEA OF CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIG:BJNCF]. 
Filed March 28, 1940. 
The 8uid Defendant by its Attoi·neys comes and says that 
as a defense to the Plaintiff's motion for judgment it intends 
· to r~ly upon the contributory negligence of the plaintiff and 
now states that the said contributory negligence consisted 
.· in emptying the bag of a vacuum cleaner into the incinerator 
rec£.ptac1e which said bag contained dust or powdcr~~d waste 
which had not been wrapped into a compact package before 
, depositiug or which contained waste of an explosive nature. 
A1~d this the said Defendant is ready to YHrify. 
PAUL V. ROGERS, 
.J. RANDALL CATON, JR., 
Attorneys for Defendant. 
EXHIBIT. 
We would appreciate your cooperation in not placing in 
-the incinerator heavy cardboard boxes and other large bundles 
of pa per, which will not when placed in the incinerator readily 
drop to the bottom. 
page 5 ~ Naturally, ''fhen large articles are placed in the 
incinerator and they do not drop, the smoke ac-
cumlates and emanates in the halls. which ultimately might 
cause a grea.t amount of inconvenience and annovance. 
If yon have any such artie.les, whieh are too large for the 
incineTator, if you will place them in the halls the Janitor 
wi H collect them and dispose of. them for you. 
I dosil'e at this t.ime to assure you that we are pleased and 
willinp; at a.ll times, to he cooperative in seeing to your per-
sonal comfort and you have but to command us to perform 
your wishes. 
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Thanking you for your cooperation and trusting you are 




THE BOULEVARD APARTMENTS, INC. 
JEFF FiORD, President. 
A LEGEND 
KERNERATOR 
Registered U. S. Patent Office. 
DEPOSIT O:NLY SMALL COMPACT BUNDLES. 
DRAIN AND WllAP GARBAGE, CRUSH LOOSE PAPER 
BE·FORE DEPOSITING. 
CAUTION-Wrap Dust, Flour or Powdered waste in com-
pact Package before depositing·. 
Do not deposit waste of explosive nature. 
U. S. Patent No. 2,081,554. 
KERNER INCINERATOR CO. MILWAUKEE,. WIS. 
page 6 }· Sketch prepared at direction of Court. 
ELLIOTT F. HOF'FMAN, 
Clerk, Corporation Court City of 
Alexandria, Va. 
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page 6~} PLAINTIIrF'S EXHIBIT N0.1. 
Notice. 
PLEASE DO NOT PUT PAPERS. DOWN THE IN-
CINERATOR THE JANITOR WILL COLLIDCT .A.LL PA-
PER.S AND BOXES BETWEEN 8 AND 9 A. M. 
Thank You. 
.T. S. KNAPP, 
Res. Mgr. 
page 7 ~ In the Corporation Court of the City of Alexan-
dria, Virginia~ 
. Opal Evans, Plaintiff, 
'IJ. 
The Boulevard Apartments, Inc., a corporation, Defendant. 
Testimony in the above entitled cause was heard be.fore 
The Honorable, William P. WooUs, J uclge of the Corpora-
tion Court of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, in the Oourt 
Honse, Alexandria, Virginia, on Thursday, April 4, 19..f.O, be-
tween the hours of 10 :00 o'clock A. M. and 5 :00 o'clock 
P. M. 
Appearances : Frederick L. Flynn, Esquire, Maurice Rosen-
berg, Esquire, Counsel for the Plaintiff; 
,T. Randall Caton, Esquire, Paul V. Rogers, Esquire, Coun-
sel for the Defendant. 
page 8} PROCEEDINGS. 
Mr. Caton: If Your Honor please, I would like to intro-
duce Mr. Paul V. Rogers of ,v ashington. He is associated 
with me in this case. 
Thereµpon, the jury was sworn on tbe voir dire, the strike:-; 
were made, and the jury sworn to try the issue joined. 
· Mr. Caton: I snggest that the witne~sPs be sworn and ex-
cluded, except t.he plaintiff, the manager of the apartment, and 
the medical witneR~es. ThPy need not be excluded. 
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Dr. Charles V . .A.mole. 
Thereupon, opening statements were made to the Court and 
jury on behalf of the plaintiff by Mr. Flynn, and on behalf of 
the defendant by Mr .. Caton. 
Mr. Flynn: Pursuant to agreement of counsel, we are 
putting the doc.ton.; on at this time. 
Thereupon, 
DR. ,CHARLES V. A.MOLE, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the plaintiff and be-
ing first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIR.EQT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. ·wm you, state your name 1 
A. Charles V. Amole, physician. 
Q. You are with Doctor Fiferf 
A. Associated with Doctor ll1fer. 
Q. How long have you been a practicing physician Y 
A. You mean private practi<!e since I finished 
page 9 ~ medical school f 
Q. Yes. 
A. Since 1933, June. 
Q. In the City of Alexandria f 
A. Since July, 1938. 
Q. ·what training have JTOU had f 
A. Five years of surgery in the University of Virgfoia~ 
Q. Five years of surgery in the University of Virginia. 
Docs that have any special qualification 1 
A. I am doing major surgery. 
Q. So. you practically specialize in surgery3? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know Mrs. Opal Evans, the plaintiff in this 
easel 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did you firRt see Mi's. Evans 1 
A. Do you mind if I use this record 1 
The Court: There is no objection? 
Mr. Caton: No. 
The ·witness: October 16. 
20 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Dr. Charles V . .ti.mole. 
By.1\fr. Flynn: 
: ._. Q .. About what time 1 
A. I can't tell exactly, the latter part of my office hours, 
a little after three, I expect. 
page 10 ~ Q. ,vhere did you see her f 
A. In the Emerg·ency Room of Alexandria Hos-
pital. 
Q. What was her condition? 
A. When I saw her, she was rig·ht nervous, apparently 
burned, was the :finding. She ·had_ first and second degree 
burns .. I inean no full thickness of the skin, but blistered, 
&.nd these burns, as I. have recorded on my record, were on 
the right side of the face and neck, rig·ht ear, the area in the 
right frontal region, eyebrows and eyelashes were singed, 
and the burns extended to the elbow and stopped just about 
the second rib, about this region (indicating), and the inner 
surface of both arms, that is, in here (indieating). It did 
not extend to the hands. 
Q. It did not extend to the hands 1 
A. No, the forearms, and did not g·o to the shoulders, and 
at that time I treated her for burns and gave the usual treat-
ment g·iven on this type of burn. I gave 'her a sedative and 
allowed her to go home. Do you want w~en I saw her later Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. I saw Jwr a~·ain on the seventeenth, at home, and 
chang·ed the dressing·. She was st.ill nervous at times, and I 
gave her something to quiet that. I saw her again on the 
nineteenth. Mv next visit. she came to the office on the 
SP.Venth of N ovemher. The burns were healed. There were 
dark line~. hnt. I did not feel at that. time there would be 
permanent scars. There was watering of the eyes 
pag·e 11 ~ at the time, but showed no loss of tissue on the eye-
balls. .T nst as a precaution I sent her to Doctor 
Burke. 
· The last time I saw l\Irs. Evans was on February 21 of 
. thi~ yea.r. She was having some pain in her back as a rP.-
suH of the fall. I didn't know about this pain. She had a 
.pain in her back, and the :X-rays were negative and the burns 
J1N1 focl. 
Q. Dici. you bandage these burnsf 
A. Yes, on the sixtP.enth. I bandaged them on the nine-
tecmt.h and she was seen by my associate, Doctor Fifer. She 
hnd htmcla~ei:; on both arms then, and neck and chest. 
Q. How long was she confined to her house from these 
1;~mdages? 
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Dr.. Ch.arles V. .A.mole. 
A. My last visit was the nineteenth. I cannot say definitely 
any further than that. Doctor Fifer was there. .She was 
not in my office until· the seventh of November. 
Q. The burns you described, would they cause considerable 
pain or not? 
A. Yes. Any burn is painful, if a person has normal sen-
sations. 
Q. What would you say the condition of her nerves was 
when you first saw her, and whether or not they improved 
or got worse? 
A. The first time, she was quite excited·and quite nervous. 
As time went on, about November 7, she was pretty well 
straightened out. She was quite nervous the first 
page 12 } few visits, and I left a sedative~ 
Q~ Can you identify any scars Y 
A. I have not seen Mrs. Evans. I imagine I could. 
Q. Will you do so now? 
A. She has a little area here. 
The Court: Will you indicate the spot, Doctor? 
The Witness: On the jawbone on the right molar, on the 
right, about the mid portion. 
B:v Mr. Flynn: . 
Q. Doctor, can you tell from those scars you have. just 
testified to whether or not th~y are permanont or just tem-
porary? 
A. Well, I would not sav whether they were or not. I 
ca11not sa:y. - They may whiten to the extent you would not 
see it. Any burn tends to leave some scar for a while. As 
to whether tha.t' is permanent, I cannot say. 
Q. How much was your bill¥ Do you have a record of 
that? 
A. I have a record of the visits I saw her; yes. It was 
t.wentv-two dollars. 
/ O. Who keeps the bills? 
A. Who keeps t.l1em? We both write down, and we have a 
set standard for the fees which we charge. 
Mr. Fl~1m: You may cross-examine. 
,· 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
page 13 ~ By Mr. Caton : 
Q. Doctor, you never had treated or seen Mrs. 
Evans prior to the time you saw her on October 16, had 
you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. I understood when yon first saw her she had what yon 
diagnosed as first :and second degree burns f 
.A.. Yes, sir. · 
Q. There was no burnin~ of the flesh but it c1·eated blis-
ters? · 
A. She did· 4ave bfa;ters. There was no charring. In 
other words, there is a differential in burns. 
Q. Did I understand you to say most of these burns were 
on her right side? 
A. Yes, on her right side, most of them, yes, sir. 
Q. Did I understand you to say that you treated her 01· 
she visited you only on five oceasions Y 
A. I believe you are right, five occasions. 
Q. I understood it that on the first day you saw her she 
was nervous and yon gave her the usual treatment of a sedu-
tive, is that correct f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever treat her subsequent to that date for any 
nervousness at all T 
A. You mean nervousness as an individual condition f 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, sir. I don't handle that type of case. 
page 14 ~ Q. You were merely treating· her for the sea.rs? 
A. I treated her during the first illness. I left 
a prescription with her for capsules. 
Q. You did not' treat her in any way for nervous symptoms 
subsequent to the first day you saw her, which was thr dat<., 
of the accident f 
A. Subsequent to the first da.yT 
Q. Subsequent to the first day, yon did not g·ive her any 
medicine for the nervous situation? 
A. Yes, I gave it to her when I saw her at home. 
Q. The same type of sedative? 
A. A sedative and d1·essings, of course. 
Q. I understood on yom visit on the twenty-first .she com-
plained of paim; in her back. Is that correct! 
A. Yes, sir. That was an office visit. 
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Q. An X-ray was made and it was negative? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On the day of the accident, did she complain of any 
pain in the back or bruises as the result of the fall 7 
. A. Not to my knowledge on the day of the ac.cident, no, 
sir. 
Q. Did you see any evidence of bruises occasioned by the 
fall in your examination of her at that time! 
A. No. 
Q. I understood you just made the examination, 
page 15 ~ and did you report one scar or two scars Y 
A. I reported this area. I did not try to out-
line them. We do not go into that to the extent of limitation. 
I did not go into whether it was a confluent scar or not. 
Q. You cannot tell whet.her it was permanent or not 7 
A. I cannot disting·uish whether it is a confluent scar or 
not. She had a little red area on this right arm, which I can-
not be sure at the present time is from the burn. It is in th.:1 
region of the burn. 
Mr. Caton: That iR all. 
Mr. Flynn: No further question. 
,vitness excused. 
Thereupon, 
DR. CARSON L. FIFER, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the plaintiff, and being 
fi:rst duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EX4MINATION. 
By Mr. Flynn: . 
Q. Your name is Carson L. Fifer? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are a physician and surgeon in the City of Alexan-
dria, and haYe been for some time Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know Mrs. Evans 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 16 } Q. How long ]iave you known herf 
A. I saw her onlv one time. That was one after-
non Dootor Amole was off. I was ca1led into the house· bP-
cause she was having· considerable pain and nervousness as 
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Dr. Carson L. Fifer. 
the result of the scar. That was October 21 when I saw her, 
.1939 . 
. Q. What was her condition at that time! 
A. Quite nervous. She seemed to be suffering right much 
pain. She had this ·burned condition Doctor Amole described. 
Q. Did you 1ook over the burned condition! 
.A. Yes. Doctor Amo le has_ already described it. It was 
the right side of the face and arm and chest. 
Q. How much of the face was burned? 
A. A considerable area. 
Q. Will you signify with your hand and show the jury on 
your face how much was burned Y 
A. I only saw her one time. As well as I remember, it 
covered pretty much the whole side of the face up into the 
hair and down to the chest, a mixture of first and second de-
gree burns. The worst place was right in here. 
The Court: Indicating where? 
The ,v1tnesR: The jaw, right in here. (Indicating.~ 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. What was her condition 7 
A. She waR quite nervous. 
Q. Have yon seen her any more since then T 
page 17 ~ A. No. 
Q. What iR your bill¥ 
A. Doctor Amolc and I lmve a bi11 together. 
Mr. Flynn: You may cross-examine. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. You say her burns were first and second degree burns, 
and were chiefly on the right side of t.he face, hands, and 
a.rmsY · 
. A. Yes, ~ir. a.swell aR I remember. 
Q.- Did you preRcrihe at t11at time for her nervous condi-
tion? 
A. She had a prescription. I don't' know whether I filled 
a n~w one, or refilled the one she had. That record was made 
after I n:ot back .. 
Q. The on]y time you saw her was October 21? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. You have not see her since then Y 
A. No . 
. Q. You do not know what her condition was piior to that 
timeY ·. · ··. 
A. No. 




DR. J. W. LOVE, . 
page 18 ~ calle0> as a witness by and on behalf of the plain .. 
tiff and being first duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
~ 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Your name is J. W. Love, and you are a practicing 
physician in the City of Alexandria T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,F'or how long, Doctor Love Y 
A. I have been here practicing about eight years. 
Q. Doctor, do you know Mrs. Opal Evans, the plaintiff in 
this case? 
A. .Yes, sir. . _ 
Q. When did you see Mrs. Evans, Doctor t 
A. About October 25, 1939. 
Q. Will you state what her condition was at the time you 
saw herT 
A. She was suffering from burns. 
Q. Anything else Y 
A. Yes. I think she bad a certain amount of nervousness. 
I have it so recorded, headache, and she said that she had 
been nauseated and had been vomiting. She had multiple 
burm; of the face and body, nerv-ousness, headache, nausea, 
and vomiting. 
Q. Did you prescribe anything for her at that particular 
time? 
A. No, sir. I took off some of the dressin~s 
page 19 } and redressed some of the burned areas. I did 
not prescribe, believing the treatment she was re· 
ceiving was quite proper. 
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Dr. J. W. Lot,e. 
Q. Did she tell you what treatment she had been receiv-
ing? 
A. Yes. She said that Doctor Amole had seen her at the 
hospital and-treated her, and he had put her on the ordinary 
treatment for burns such as she had. There was also a pre-
scription present, a sedative, I believe, which Doctor Amole 
gave her. 
Q. And what is your bill for services, Doctor Love? 
A:.. I don't rem.ember. 
Mr. Flynn: All right. y OU have not seen her since' 
The Witness: No, sir. I have not seen her since. 
Mr. Flynn: That is all. 
Cl 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. Doctor, you say that she was suffering from headache, 
nausea, vomiting, and nervousness. Were they symptoms 
she indicated to you T 
.A.. Not exactly. There were some subjective phenomena. 
She was t.i;emulous and nervous. She was not vomiting in 
my presence, but she was obviously upset. 
Q. You cannot say whether the nervousness directly re-
sulted from the accident or whether or not she was suffering 
from a nervous condition before, can you? 
page 20 ~ A. I think only a portion of the nervousness was 
at that time due to the burn. 
Q. At that time, she didn't ask you to treat her for sprains 
or bruises as the result of a fall? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The only thing she indicated to you was burns as the 
result of the accident! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Ca ton : That is all. 
·witness excused. 
Thereupon, 
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OPAL EVANS, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the plaintiff, and being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAl\HNATION. 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Will you state your full name and address Y 
A. My name is Opal Evans, and I live at the Boulevard 
Apartments. My number is 325-B. 
Q. Where is the Boulevard Apartment? 
A. It faces on Green Str()et. The number is 610. 
Q. 610 Green Street Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Evans, how long have you been there f 
A. We moved in with all our furniture, a bed 
page 21 ~ and a refrig·erator and stove, on the night of Sep-
tember 30, 1939. 
Q. Did you lease the apartment you now occupy! 
· A. Yes, sir. "\Ve signed a lease for nine months. 
Q. The Boulevard Apartments, Incorporated? 
A. Yes. 
Q. "\Vere you home on October 16, 19391 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. "'When did your furniture arrive, Mrs. Evans? 
A. The furniture arrived Saturday afternoon, October 14. 
Q. Where did the furniture come from t 
A. It came from Kansas City, Missouri. 
Q. Kansas City. Did you clean the boxes or anything like 
that, the packing of the furniture? 
A. Pardon me? 
Q. Did you clean out the refuse of the packages 1 
A. I helped unpack. ]\fr. Smith did most of it, he and 
his helpers. I helped unpack some, and by Saturday night, 
we were practically through our barrels and they were taken 
out into the hallway for the janitor to carry away, the barrels 
and boxes in which our dishes had been packed, and our cook-· 
ing utensils. 
Q. ,,TJ1at were the dishP,s packed in? 
A. They were packed in paper. The Yellow Cab pa~ked 
them. The barrels bad been packed with excelsior. 
Q. ·was tlmt all cleaned out on Saturday? 
page 22 ~ .A. Yes. to my memory, it was practical1y all 
cle,aned out Raturday, and two boxes were left 
until Sunday morning. 
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. Q. Did· you do any cleaning· Sunday morning? 
A . .I didn't do any. While I was getting breakfa~t, Mr. 
Evans did some cleaning, and he said, '' I hear ].,ouche out 
in the hall. I am not going to put the vacuum cleaner up 
today.'' He asked F,ouche to come in when he heard the 
vacuum cleaner and clean our rug. Fouche said, ''I don't 
have an extension. I will get an extension." 
He came in and swept- the large rug and the small rug 
in the living room, Mr. Evans tipped him, and the apartment 
was thoroughly clean. 
Q. How many rooms are there? 
A. Living room, with a dining alcove at one end, bed-
room, kitchen and bath. 
Q. How much do you pay per month Y 
A. Fifty-five dollars . 
. · Q. ;you had your month paid up in advance at that par-
ticular time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On Monday-did you do any cleaning on Monday, Mrs. 
Evans? 
A. I tidied the house. I dusted a little, the light work, 
and washed the dishes and put the linen away fu a permanent 
place, and I put my china away in the place I 
pago 23 ~ wanted to keep it permanently. 
Q. Did you do any sweeping· T 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. That apartment is furnished with an incinerator, is 
it not? 
A. That is true. 
Q. Where is that incinerator? 
A. Across,the hall from my apartment and down to the left 
as you g·o from my apartment, about five or six feet, I think 
from my door. 
· Q. And is there any kind of an opening into that incinera-
tor from the third floor? · 
. A. Yes. There is a door that is a-bout eight by ten. The 
opening is about eight by ten. 
Q. About how high off the floor is than 
A~ I would say in the neighborhood of three feet. 
Q. Hnd yon used that incinerator before. October 16¥ 
A. Yes. I had used it according· to instructions on the in-
cinerator door. I had things I deposited in there, l wra.pped 
tightly in small bundles and deposited in the incinerator. 
Q. Is tl1at the instruction on the incinerator door? 
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A. Yes. I remember the hall was very dark, and I lighted 
a match to read that. 
Q. When was that? 
A.. When we moved in. I didn't know a bout in-
page 24 ~ cinera.tors. I hadn't noticed that ther.e was an in-
cinerator in the hall. It was· dark, and I remem~ 
her striking a match, and l was hap·py we had an incinera-
~~ . 
Q. Did you notice anything unusual about that incinerator, 
on the morning of October 16, Mrs. Evans 7 · 
A. Yes. The head on which the door is fastened was loose 
early in the morning·, and falling down. I called them and 
reported it. 
Q. Whom did you call? 
A.. The janitor. I talked to the lady in the'· apartment in 
328, and I went out later and the whole head was off and 
laying on a pack of newspapers about a foot high, the whole 
head of the incinerator, and there was a large opening in the 
'wall that looked ir.to the flue. 
Q. What did the janitor say in response to your call Y . 
A. He said, '' I 'know it is off. .Just don't use it and we 
will have it fixed." 
Q. Did you use that incinei·ator that day? 
A. I <lid not use that incinerator. 
Q. Did you put anything in the incinerator on. October 16 Y 
A. Nothing. · 
Q. Did anything unusual happen to you on the afternoon of 
October 16, MrR. Evans f 
A. Yes. I had eaten my lunch late, aD:d I had spilled some 
nuts on the floor. There was some salt on the rug 
pag-e 25 } that I cou1dn 't get up. I went and got the vacuum 
cleaner to clean it and assembled it. I thought I 
mig;ht as well do it now. This was on the small rug in the 
dinin_g room alcove. nnd I assembled the vacuum cleaner 
bv putting the handle on the mechanical part and the bag on 
the mechanical part, and I connected it in the electric socket. 
It would not work, and I checked it and rechecked it. I knew 
I had aRsemblP.d it correctly, though the bag would not fill. I 
removed the bag, and it was empty, but in a very small open-
ing that fits on the mechanical end, I thought it looked clogged 
with hair or cloth, like, and I took the bag and looked f9r 
a paper in my apartment. I knew there was. paper in thP 
hall. I took the bag and went. to the hallway. 
Something· blew out of the incinerator, bit me in ·the face, 
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and the next I kn~,w· I had fallen down half a flight of stairs 
and was still burning. I screamed that I was burned, a;nd 
called for help. · 
Q. Did you hear any noise of any kind t 
A. I don't remember any nois·e.. It c.ame so suddenly, just 
all of a sudden I was on fire. 
Q. Were- your clothe~ burned in any way 1 
A. Yes. I had on a b.ousecoat, and that was burned. · 
Q. What part of your body was burned t Can you describe 
iU 
- A. Half the side of my face was burned. My hair was en-
.ti rely off on this side. My che~t and tl1e right side 
pag·e 26 ~ of my neck, my arm from here to here (Indicat-
ing). This a.rm was burned badly and this arm 
not so badly, in some places, and the burn extended from my 
chest and the right side of my face. 
Q. As a result of those burns, you fell down the steps? 
A. Yes. That was from-that falling was from :fighting 
the fire. I stepped backwards and I was .right near the stair-
way, and there is a. half a flight of steps, carpet st.airs. I 
know definitely I was lying on the floor when I got up. I 
thought I was still on fire. 
Q. ·what did yon do after that Y 
A. I screamed and called for· help, and it seemed a long 
time I screamed and fought. Of course, I thought I wns ter-
ribly burned. I screamed constantly. I saw E'ouche 's wife, 
and I thought she was in my apartment. I ran to her and 
I told her to get tlie doctor. No one seemed to know anything 
to do. Fouche came and it seems to me like some delivery 
man came. I told them to get a doc.tor. He said, "Who is 
your doctod" I didn't have a doctor, and I didn't know 
who to call, and then it seemed like I couldn't think of any-
thing to do, so I called Mr. Evans. I thought I was in my 
own apartment. It developed I was in tl1e apartment below 
me. 
Q. Did you put anything on your face? 
A. Yes. I put some butter on my face. Some one told me 
to put butter. I was so desperately burned and it was so 
painful, I put the butter on. 
pa.g·e 27 ~ Q. Did the butter help the burns 7 
. A. It didn't stop the pain. I don't know whether 
it helped or not. I rubbed some skin off. Everything was 
terrible. I thoug·ht I was dis:fig-nred for life. 
Q. Did you g·o to the ho~pital tl1en ·r 
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A.. About that time, Miss Landen came. I heard her oall 
the doctor, and I think she- tried to call a doc.tor. I was quite 
impatient. Finally she said, "vVell, let me take you to the 
hospital." I didn't want to go because I had called Mr. Evans 
and told him to come home, and I was· afraid if he found I 
was in the hospital it would frighten him. 
Q. Did you go to the hospital·? 
A.. Yes. 
. Q. Were you treated by Doctor Amo le! 
A.. First, I went in and I was rushed into the :Emergency 
Room. I told them to eall a doctor. Tl1ey asked me, "Who 
is your doctor 1'' I said, '' Get any doctor, just so you get 
a doctor.'' They said, '''Ve can't call your doctor." I said, 
''Well. call in the intern, just get a doctor," so the intern 
came, and he looked first at my right eye. It was swollen 
badly and watering, and he looked at my right eye and treated 
that :first, and told the nur~e to examine my pulse and give me 
a hypodermic. They gave me n l1ypoderrr1ic. 
Q. Did you go home that day? 
A. After I CA lled Doctor Amo le. 
page 28 ~ Q. ,vho brought you home? 
A. Mr. Evans brought me home. 
Q. What was your condition after you came home? 
A. I got out of the car and I was staggering·. I conldn 't 
walk. He helped me up the stairs. He must ha:ve carried me 
up the stairs. I conldn 't walk alone. I was nauseated. l 
wanted water, and I would take water and it wou]d nauseate 
me. 
Q. Were you able to sleep that nig·ht? . 
A. No, I was not. Doctor Amole gave me some medicine 
which had codeine in it. I took as many of those as he told 
me I r,ould. I think I slept not more than an hour. 
Q. Have you been nble to sleep since this happened? 
A. I haven't slept well any ni~ht. 
Q. Mrs. Evans, before the accident, will you tell thie jury 
the condition of your nerves and your physical condition. Q.C·· 
fore the accident and 8ince the acc.ident? 
A. Well, I was in excellent health, I am very certain, be-
cause I lrnd not comn1lted a doctor for vears. I was verv 
healthy a.nd active. I rode horseback ancf swam a great deai, 
and I have not been sick. 
Q. Did this accident affect yonr weight in any way? 
A. I lost weight. I have bath sc>ales. I couldn't hold any-
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thing on my stomach, morning, noon, and night. In about . 
five or six days I lost twelve pounds. 
Q. Have you reg·ained that weightf 
, page 29 ~ A. At one time I regained five pounds and then 
I lost them. 
Q. Mrs. Evans, did you ever notice that incinerator smok-
ing! . 
A. Yes, I have. 
Mr. Caton: If The Court please, I am going to object to 
that question and that answer and set forth my objection, for 
the two following reasons: First, that unless they can show 
a causal connection between the smoking of the incinerator 
and the accident of which she complains, or the explosion 
from which she thinks she received these injuries, the ques-
tion and answer are not proper; next, that unless they can 
prove also that the smoking· condition was due to a defect in 
the installation of the incinerator or a defect or a hidden 
defect not apparent, whieh defect the defendant company 
could, by the exercise of reasonable care and diligence, have 
discovered, I submit, unless there is some connection between 
the smoking condition, which is nothing more than a smelling 
condition, it l1as no bearing on the action which they charge. 
Mr. Flynn : It is a circumstance upon which the jury 
mig·ht, from reasonable inference, under the law of negli-
gence, find there was something wrong with the incinerator 
for quite some time. 
Tho Court: I think the objection is good and I sustain the 
objection. 
page 30 ~ Mr. J.i,lynn : Exception. 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Mrs. Evans, since this accident occurred, has the janitor 
been doing anything to the incinerator that they did not do 
before? 
A. He came up there daily and threw a brick from the top 
to the bottom. 
Q. Was that done before this accident? 
A. Not to my lmowledg-e. 
Q. Did you notice anythiug- on the ceiling after this acci-
clen t occurred, in the hall in which it occurred Y 
A. I did. When I was able to get up and get out of bed 
f>nd go out into the hallway I noticed splotches on the ceJl-
jng. 
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Q. Are those splotches still there f 
A. Yes, they are there on all floors, and on the third floor 
someone has attempted to wash they off. · 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. On all floors f 
A. Yes. Splotches of the same nature on all floors~ 
Q. You cannot say what they are from? 
.A. They look like-
Q. You do not know what they are fromf 
A. No. 
Mr. Caton: I move that be strjcken out. 
page 3,1 } By Mr. Flynn: 
· Q. Were they there before the accident t 
The Court: Can you show where the splotches came from f 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Do you know where the splotches came from or what-
ever it i~ came from? 
A. I believe they came from-
The Court: You can't say what you believe. · 
The Witness : I can't sa.y I know. 
Mr. Caton.: I renew the objection. 
The Oourt: I smitain the objection. 
Mr. F'lynn: Exception. 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Mrs. Evans, you stated that your hair was burned off. 
What was the color of vour hair before it was burnedY 
A. My hair was brown. 
Q. Since this accident has happened, what is the color of 
your hairf · 
A. My hair is gray. 
Q. Will you remove your hat? 
A. This whole portion of my hair from this part, it came 
in gray four to six weeks from the accident- and gradually be-
came gray. 
Q. Will you show the jury a little closer spme of the scars 
on your face? . 
. A. On my neck, and they extend down over my chest. 
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Q. And your faceY 
page 32 ~ A. On the right side here was so badly burned 
and these lines under my eyes, you can still see 
them. My eyebrows were gone and lashes were gone. There 
was a large blister on ·th.e white of my eye, and it watered 
and still waters. · · 
Q. How about 011 ·Y.OUr cheek? Have you any scar on your 
right cheek Y · • 
A. Yes, I have a ·scar there. 
Q. Mrs. Evans, did you ever see this before? 
A .. Yes, I have. 
Q. "\Vhen did you first see that Y 
A. It was in January. 
Q. In this yearY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that notice or any similar notice posted out there 
prior to January 7 
A. Yes. A notice similar to this was posted above the in-
cinerator on each floor. 
Q. Prior to January f 
A. In January or the first of February. 
Q. Was this notice posted prior to the accident? 
A. No. It was posted the day after the- lady who was then 
living· in 328-B came and knocked at my apartment and said, 
"Mrs. Knapp, I want you to come out and see how this apart-
. ment is smoking.'' Mrs. Knapp was in my apart-
page 33 ~ ment, and either that evening or the next day, this 
notice was up. l\frs. Knapp left my apartment 
immediately. 
Mr. Flynn: I would like to offer this notfoe in evidence. 
Mr. Caton: There is no objection. 
The Court: "\Ve wiII mark it Plaintiff's Exl1ibit No. l. 
(The said notice, so offered in evidence, was marked Plain-
tiff'R Exhibit No. 1.) 
Mr. Flynn: You may cross-examine. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. Mrs. Evans, l1ave you eyer seen the notice of motion 
for judgment that has been filed in this ease! 
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A. I have not read it. 
Q. You have not read it 1 
A. Not all. 
Q. Are you familiar with the fact that the motion for judg-
ment merely claims that you were injured by virtue of an 
explosion and consequent fire resulting in burns, and make8 
no other claims for any other incidental injuries'? · 
· A. Will you state that again. : 
Q. You state that when the explosion occurred you jumped 
back and that you fell down a flight of stairs Y 
A. I did not consider that injury serious, and the pain 
was so minor, compared with the pain of my burns, I did not 
even consider it at all. I knew I had falJen down 
page 34 ~ the stairs, but the burns were so much more pain-
ful than the wrench. 
Q. "When did you first realize you were suffering from a 
wrench or injury from yoin fall? 
A. I had pains in my back. My baek ached miserably, hor-
ribly. More as a precaution, I had an X-ray taken. . ; . : 
Q. You make no claim for any damages resulting from the 
fall? 
A. No. I lrn d no serious damage. 
Q. You make no claim for thaU 
·A. No. 
Q. I understood you to say your lease beg·an as of Septem-
ber 301 
A. I believe it began Odober 1.. 
Q. And that. you lived in your apartment merely with a 
bed and ~P.rtain other little incidentals f .. : 
A. We l1ad our trunk with our clothes and our suitcases 
and the bed and the stove and the, icebox, and that was the 
only furniture we bad for two weeks. 
Q. Along about Saturday, Friday and Saturday, p,rior to 
October 16. the rest of your furnit,ure was broug·ht to the 
apartment? 
A. It was Saturdav, Octobe1· 14. 
Q. And did I understand you to say that that furniture 
consisted of furnishings such as mgs, dishes, and furniture 
pieces? 
pag·e 35 ~ A. The furniture that arriverl Saturday con-
sisted of everything· except the part which I had 
purchased at ·woodward and Lothrop's, everything except 
the bed, stove, and refrig-erator, the Electrolux, which-is estab. 
lished in the apartment. 
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Q. How were the clishei.;; packed, in excelsior? 
A. No. Each dish wa.s separate and wrapped by the Yel-
low Cab. 
Q. Did they come in a box with excelsior or small tissue 
paper around them? 
·· A. As I remember, the barrel in which the dishes were 
packed was cushioned with excelsior. I am not positive of 
that. I am positive each individual dish was wrapped in the 
paper, because I helped them wrap the dishes, and very few 
dishes were broken, and t4ey ,vere wrapped' in the paper. 
Q. When did your rugs arriveY 
A.. Saturday, October 14. 
Q. How were they packed t 
A. One larger rug, the largest rug was in a box, and the 
other rugs were rolled. 
Q. How long had the rugs been so packed prior to your 
leaving Kansas City and coming to Alexandria Y · 
A. They had been packed since June 1. I had them given 
a moth-proof washing in naphtha soap ·by tl1e Yellow Cab 
Company .. That was their recommendation. 
Q. That resulted in moth flakes being put in 
page 36 ~ there and they stayed in there from June 1 until 
you opened them in October? 
A. I know I got the bill from the Yellow Cab for. the 
naphtha bath. That is t11e only knowledge I have of what 
caro they gave the rugs. They were . placed in storage by 
them. 
Q.. Yon had used the incinerator prior to this particular 
day, October 16? · 
A. That is true. 
Q. In using· it, you went to the door and would open thH 
door and put whatever you want<'d to g·o into the incinerator 
below. you put it in that door and shut it, is that correct! 
A. I followed the instructions on the door. I wrapped the 
stuff, sucJ1 as· potato peelings and g·arbage. 
Q. lb;; use is not automatic? Yon have to pull the door 
open and put the trash in? 
· A. That is right. 
Q. And then it falls into the fire box below, isn't that 
right? 
A. That is right. 
Q. On the day of the accident, I understood you to say that 
you had practically p:otten your apartment straight and 
'nl;:i,-.ed all of the furniture, unpacked all of the dishes, and all 
of the dirt and paper hnd been cleaned, is that right! 
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A. Yes. That was on s·aturday and Sunday. 
· ~ Q. On this Sunday, you were cleaning the rug 
page 37 i~ -in your apartment, or your husband was, was he? 
A. No. V',l e had the janitor coine in with his 
vacuum cleaner. The janitor caJne in. 
, Q. Weren't you cleaning it first Y 
A. He was picking up little pieces of paper, the larger 
pieces, that you don't put in a Vl,l~uum cleaner. 
Q. What do you mean by little things Y 
A. Pieces of paper. 
Q. Moth flakes! 
A. The moth flakes, as I remember, the attendant swept 
them up on Saturday, with his helper. There were just a few 
moth balls, as I remember it. 
Q. Fouche, who is the janitor, he did come in on Sunday 
morning? ·' 
A. With his vacuum cleaner. 
Q. He was using it out in the hall? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Isn't it true, or is it true, that the wire did not extend 
sufficiently in the room~ so that he could u.se the vacuum 
cleaner over the rugs entirely? 
A. No. He broug·ht a connertion. He said, '' It won't 
l'each.'' Then he brought his yacuum cleaner in and the exten-
sion was ~nfficient to cover the entire room. 
Q: Neither you nor your husband used your vacuum cleaner 
on Sundavt 
page 38 } A. No. ·It was packed in three pieces, the handle, 
the ha~. and the mechanical part.· It was not used 
until I M~embled it to clean up the salt on my rug. 
Q. On this Sunday morning, you wanted to put your vacuum 
cleaner to~;ether so as to use it., did you noU 
A. Yes. · 
0. You were going to use it for the purpose of further 
cleaning up your apartment 7 
A. I was going to use it as I use it daily, now, as long as 
it would work. 
Q. Did Fouche, when he cleaned the room on Sunday, was 
he able to get up any dirt off th~ floor of the rug except that 
in the ran~:e of the vacuum cleaner? 
A. He cleaned the n1g /very thoroughly. After he got 
through, there were a few scattered things over the. rug, tiny· 
pieces of exc~lsior, and there may have been moth flakes. He 
cleaned the ru~. They didn't look nice. 
Q. He didn't clean the rest of the apartment, did he? 
'to··, 
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A. He cleaned the living room and the dining room rug. 
Q. Let's get back to Monday. You were trying to put,your 
vacuum cleaner ·together, and after _you had gotten the me-
chanical part nttttched to the handle- · 
A. Yes, sir. ·.. . 
Q. You undertook to work it Y 
A. That is right. 
page 39 ~ Q .. It would not world 
A. No. The bag would not fill. It remained 
collapsed and did not pick up the stuff I had spiJled on the 
rug, the salt and the mixture of nuts. 
Q. Then you thought there was something- in the bag that 
prevented it from :filling, prevented suction, and you began 
to investigate? 
A. I checked all the different parts and the only t11ing that 
looked like it kept it from running at the time was this small 
opening that hooks on the mechanical part, which was filled 
with hair. I removed it to investigate. 
Q. Why did you then go out in the hall with the vacuum 
cleaner which you say you had not used because it would not 
work Y ·why did you go out in the hall to see what was in 
the bag! 
.A.. I went out in the ha.11 because I had no paper with which 
to wrap it in my apartment. It was completely straightened 
out and we threw ~mt the papers in the hall. They were 
piled up in the hall because the; incinerator was out of order. 
I went out to get a paper and carried the bag ont there to tho· 
paper. 
Q. You knew there was paper out in the hall Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Because you had placed the · paper there f 
A. Yes. 
Q. When had you placed it there? 
page JO~ A. I placed it rig·ht about the incinerator, when 
the incinerator was out of order. 
Q. Had you placed it in front of the wall where tJie in-
cinerator hopper is installed, or had you placed it to t.h() 
front of your door, left or rig-ht of your door f 
A. As I remember it, the stack of papers at one time, I 
saw the incin()rator head· directly under the other, slightly 
to the left. At one time, this whole block of the incinerato1· 
was lying· down on this stack of papers I hadu 't put ~here. 
Q. If you found out, as you say you discovered, 1t would 
not work, you found that one or two hairs-
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A. No, I didn't say it was one or two hairs. It was a wad 
of hair. It is a very small opening·, very small. 
Q. Why did you feel you had to go out in the hall to clean 
out tba,t little particle of dirt 7 
A. I wanted the vacuum cleaner to work because I wanted 
to sweep 11p· the salt. I went to get a paper to take this out. 
I didn't want it on my rug. 
Q. Did you have a table in your apartment? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Couldn't yon have gone to the table and emptied the 
bagT 
A. It is a highly polished table, and I certainly would have 
gotten a paper before I did that. 
Q. ,Vhen you went out into the hall ·and started 
pag·e 41 ~ to work on the vacuum bag-
The Court: We will now take a recess for ten minutes. 
Thereupon, there ensued a ree.ess. for ten minutes, aL the 
conclusion of which the following occurred: 
Mr. Caton: Will you please read the question 7 
Thereupon, the reporter read the pending question a.s fol-
lows: 
'' Q. ,vhen you went out into the hall and started to work _ 
on. the vacuum bag·-'' 
Bv Mr. Caton: 
"'Q. (Continued)-:which way were you facing! 
A. I wasn't working on the vacuum bag, to the best of my 
memory. I was reaching for a paper, to pick up a paper to 
stretch out, and I was just reaching for a paper when some-
thing· struck me in the face and the whole hall was in flames. 
Q. Then you think you were fac-ing toward t.he hoppe1· 
door? 
A. I came from my apartment, which is across the hall, 
to the right, I came across from there to this pile of papers 
here. I was facing like this, (indicating) just reaching down 
for a paper, as I remember, and this blast hit my face. 
Q. Now let's see. There is the areaway, and your apart-
ment rloor is here, is it not T 
A. That is true. 
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Q .. A.nd here is an apartment door here? 
A. And one here. 
Q. How many are there on that floor, four or 
five! 
A. I think-
Q; In other words, there are four apartments there1 
A. I think there are five. 
Q. Four besides yours? 
A. Five, including- mine. 
Q. Now, the hopper door is midway between these apart-
ments, on the waU, facing the wall Y 
A. I never measured that. 
Q. Approximately? 
A. I would say it was a little farther toward this apart-
ment. 
Q. Toward your apartment? 
A. This isn't my apartment. 
· The Court: :Mr. Caton, will you mark those so that we can 
have the record show what it is? 
Mr. Ca.ton: Yes. I will mark these apartments A, B, C, D, 
and E. 
By the Court: 
Q. Now, the hopper is midway between Apartments A 
and E·f 
A. I don't think it is quite midway. It is nearer E than 
A. I would not be certain about that. Tha.t is my memory. 
It is nearer the west corner than it is the east. 
page 43 ~ By Mr. Caton : 
Q. When you brought these papers out, where 
did you deposit them? 
A. There were some papers in the morning there (indicat-
.ing) and-
By the Court : 
· Q. Where is ''there''f 
A. Bv the incinerator. 
0. To the west of the incinerator? 
A. There were some there and some slightly west. 
Bv Mr. Ca.ton: 
··Q. ·where did you put the papers yon deposited' 
A. I clidn 't deposit any. ' 
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Q. You didn't deposit any in the morning? 
A. Oh, yes, I put some here. 
Q. By the incinerator and the stairway Y 
A. As I remember, there was a box there, and I put some 
papers on top oft.hat box· when I saw the incinerator cap waa 
off. 
By the Court: 
Q. Opposite the stairway f 
A . .Yes. 
Bv Mr. Caton: 
·Q. When you went out to empty your vacuum bag, did you 
come to the papers you placed by the incinerator, or the 
papers by the stair? 
page 44 ~ A. I am not sure I went to the papers I placed 
to the left of the incinerator. Others had placed 
papers there. The incinerator was not working. I talked 
with the lady in 328, and she said she had s.poken of it. I 
went to get the paper slightly to the left of the incinerator. 
Q. Slightly to the left Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you were facing toward the incinerator when the 
accident occurred? 
A. I wasn't quite facing· it. I was more this way. (In-
dicating.) 
Q. I understood you to say that yon had used the incinera-
tor before and vou had followed the instructions because vou 
lrnd seen that leg·end? . 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it was dark there and you had to lig·ht a match so 
as to see iU 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why was it then, on tl1is morning·, that you had, you 
say, some trouble with the operation of your own vacuum 
cleaner, and you brought the bag out there? Why was it_you 
went to that part of the hall that was dark and you couldn't 
see what you were emptying ouU 
A. I have told you I thoug·ht there was a little wad of hair 
in the smal1 end of my bag. Ir there was such an 
page 45 } accumulation of hair, I had intended to take that 
out and put it on the paper and leave it there with 
the other papers in the hall, because I had been told-
Q. You were examining the vacuum bag in the halH 
A. And I thought it was this accumulation of hair. 
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Q. Why was it when you went out you went out to empty 
it-you didn't haye paper in your room and you didn't put 
it on your table 1?.ecause it is a highly polished table-why 
was it you did.Iµt go over toward the stairway where the 
window isY 
A. The halhvay is not that dark that you cannot see a light 
piece of paper. It is very clark in my corner of the room. 
I don't know why I chose that paper to those papers over by 
the stairway. I do know the papers to the left of the in-
cinerator-I do know it was my intention to get some of tl1at 
paper and to dislodge the hair and leave it in the paper and 
leave it in the hall as I had been instructed. 
Q. When the accident occurred, what did you do with the 
vacuum bag·? · · 
A. Well, I just don't knoF. It liappened so-I was just 
on fire, and I don't know what I was doing. I don't know 
whether I put the bag here· or there. I was struggling. I 
was fighting frantically to put the fire out. That is all you 
know when you are burned badly. 
Q. I understood you to say you fell back from the fire! 
A. When I stepped back from :fighting the fire, 
page 46 ~ I loRt my balance. It is a very narrow hallway, 
and I fell down the first flight of steps. 
Q. Isn't it true that the stairs lea¢ling up to that third 
floor apartment are at the right end of the hall? 
A. They are right across from the incinerator, not more 
than fifteen or eighteen inches, to the door of the otber apart-
ment. It would be a very slight distance if you went to the 
extreme right, rather than the left. It wouldn't. be a matter 
of feet, even. 
Q. After the accident, you left your apartment where you 
or Rome one placed hutter on the burns. ,v asn 't the ma.id who 
worked there, didn't she come into the room and help you f 
A. I beg your pardon? 
Q .. Didn't the maid come into your roomY Didn't she come 
in and help the first aid treatment by the ap,plication of the 
butter? 
A. As I remember, the janitor's wife-I went to her after 
I saw her in the door, I thought, in my apartment. I thought 
I was in my apartment and found out later I was in the apart-
ment below me. It seemed a long time before I could get any 
one, a.nil I called Mr. Evans. 
· Q. Didn't the maid, when you saw her, didn't she come np-
stairs and come with you to your apartment! 
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A. I don't know. I was in agony, and I can't remember 
exactly what happened. 
page 47 ~ Q. Do you recall that after Miss Lansden had 
said to you that she would take you to the hos-
pital, that you all came out of your apartment., the maid a 
little ahead of you, and she started over to the extreme wesi 
of the areaway to pick up the vacuum bag, do you remembr1· 
that? 
.A. No. 
Q. Do you recall any remarks that you made, such as 
"Don't pick that up. I will attend to it myself." 
A. No, I don't. I remember picking the bag up. I re-
member having it in my hand, · and I remember it was not 
burned like my clothing· or my hand. I didn't say anything 
to the maid. 
Q. Are you right-handed or left-handed 1 
A. Right-handed. 
Q. I understood you to say that you had noticed the hopper 
door that morning before the accidentf 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wlrnt was the condition of the hopper door? 
A. One time. the firi;:;t time I noticed it, the frame dropped 
down. 
Q. What do yon mean by "the frame"! The door? 
A. The door wa .. ~ lrnn~ing. The door wasn't fastened to 
the plaster. The door js secured to the frame. 
Q. Isn't the whole thing built into the masonry? 
A.- I never investig·ated it. I know it looked like the door 
is on the frame in the hall. 
page 48 ~ Q. Its condition was such that you could see 
down into t.he flue and in1.o the chimney? 
A. It had dropped down about that much. I could see in 
the flue. I called them and I said there was something wrong, 
and then I falked with the ladv in 328-B. I went out later 
and the whole thing was off, lying on the pile of papers. 
Q. Ancl Fouche, th~ janitor, told you not to use it until 
it was fixed? 
A. He said. ''I know it is out of order. We will have it 
fixed af:I soon as we can get around to it.'' 
Q. Now, there are hopper doors on the second and the 
first floors similm· to the one on vour floor? , 
A. Yes. · 
Q. And the tenants trne that the same as you do on your 
floor! 
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A~ Ye~, that is right. 
Q. I understood you to say that Fouche, the janitor, 011 
the same day of the accident, went there and threw a brick 
into the hopper door so it would fall? 
A. Did I say it was the day of the accident Y 
Q. When did he do that? 
A. I was told he was instructed to do that later. 
Mr. Caton: I move the exclusion of her statement. 
Mr. Flynn: She does know that he did it. 
The Witness: I know he did it later. 
page 49 ~ By Mr. Caton: 
Q. You know he went up there and threw a briok 
down .in order to clean that flue T 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did he do that Y 
A; After the accident. 
Q. What date¥ 
A. I would not be certain what day. After it smoked con-
tirmously ~nd they had complained. 
Q. Before the accident Y 
A. After the accident. 
Q. And he did that because of smoke complaints f 
A. Yes. 
Q. A~d you saw him do that? 
A. I saw him do that. I would hear the brick thump, thump, 
thump, all the way down. 
. Mr. Caton: I move the exclusion of any testimony. of 
bricks being thrown throug·h the flue for the purpose of eradi-
cating the smoke condition unless they show a causal connec-
tion between the accident and the defect which, in accordance 
with their testimony, cansed the accident. 
The Comt: I think the jury ought to have the benefit of 
tbat. They can be properly instructed on that at the proper 
time. 
page 50 ~ By the Court: 
. . Q. Did you see him drop the brickY 
A. I haven't seen him everv day. 
O. How did you see him Y · · 
A. I was out in tlle hall when he came up and opened the 
thing and dropped it.. · · 
Q. He put a brick in the incineratorY 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And be would take a wire rod t 
A. I have seen him do that. I passed in the ball fre-
quently as it happened. I was not looking for him. 
Q. You saw the brick and heard it thump, thump, thump Y 
A. Yes. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. You saw him do that before when there was a smoke 
,condition Y 
A. I didn't see him before. · 
Q. After the aceident Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was it four or five days after the accidenU 
A. No. I was confined to my bed longer than that. It was 
quite some time after that. 
. . 
Mr. Caton: On the basis of her ~tatement that it had no 
connection with the accident that oee.urred on the sixteenth, 
I renew my motion Rt,01tin. 
The Court: I will overrule your motion, and 
page 51 } you can take a.n exception. 
Mr. Caton : Exception. · 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. This notice which has been filed here as Plaintiff,s Ex.-
llibit No. 1, you state yon did not get until after the accident, 
is that correct? · 
.A.. That is very true. It was pinned on it. 
Q. You do say you bad read these instructtons prior to 
the accident? 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q. And this leg·end says only small bundles Y 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Drained and loose garbage packed in bundles, and that 
is practically the same as this warning here Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you had occasion to use the incinerator· sincet 
A. I have been afraid to use it. I have used it once oi-
twice. It has made me so nervous. 
Q. You have used it f 
A. Just when I tried to g()t over that fear is all I have 
used it for. I. have tried to make myself think I was not 
going tp get burned. 
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Q. It works the same wa.y as it did before! 
·, 
A. I have called several times when it smoked and there 
was a roaring sound. I have asked Mrs. Knapp 
page 52 ~ to come over and see it. It always frightened me. 
I was afraid there was going to be a fire and ex-
plosion again. 
Q. Did you use the incinerator on Sunday, p1ior to the 
accidentf 
A. I don't think I did a bit of cleaning that Sunday. I 
am just sure I didn't. Fouche cleaned our rugs and we bad 
our boxes ta~en out. 
Mr. Caton: I believe tl1at is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Mrs. Evans, there is only one question. Did those burns 
on your arm extend clear over your hand? 
A. No. They didn't. go there. They came to about here. 
Mr. Flynn : That is all. 
The Witness: From up above my arm, right in this area. 




called as a witness by and on behalf of the plaintiff, and being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as fo11ows: 
DIRECT EXAl\HNATION. 
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
Q. State your name. 
A. Ida Lansden. 
page 53 ~ Q. Where is your residence? 
A. BouleYard Apartments, 327-B. 
Q. Alexandria, Viririnia? 
A. Alexandria, Virginia. 
Q. What is your occupation? 
A. Home Service Director. Virginia Public Service. 
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· ., Q. You are a tenant in the Boulevard Apartment:;, under 
contract of lease? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you acquainted with Mrs. Opal }}vans 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know whether or not she is a tenant in the 
Boulevard Apartments in the apartment house in which yon 
are a tenant f 
A. Yes. 
· Q. Where is her apartment located 1 
A. Directly across the hall from me. T don ·t know her 
nnrnbtr. 
Q. I am going to show you a diagram here which was drawn, 
and ask you if you can point, using this as indicating the in-
cinerator, and asking you if -you can point out whieh is Mrs. 
Evans' apartment and whic.h is vours? 
A.. This is the incinerator ·y ., 
Q. Yes. 
A. "\Vell, my apartment, when I come out of my 
page 54 ~ door, the incinerator is to my right, on the same 
wall. 
Q. So that coming up the stairway here (indicating)·-
A. The incinerator iR here. This would be my apartment. 
Q. And J\frs. Evans' apartment is C? 
.A.. Yes. . 
Q. And the hopper is between A and E on this diagram? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do yon know the distance of that incinerator door or 
hopper from the floor t 
A. Oh. I judge about four feet. I imagine I am five feet 
tall. and it is almost shoulder-high for me. 
(J.. Did you know Mrs. Evans prior to her renting ·this 
apartment 7 
A. No. I did not. 
O. Can you recall when you first became acquainted with 
hert 
A. No. I can tell you the time I spoke to her, the first 
time I Rpoke to her. · 
Q. Will you tell tl1e jury about thaU 
A. I came in one afternoon about five-thirty. I don't know 
whether she had been in the apartment before or not. Sb(\ 
was in the process of moving in. I remember walking in, and 
I spoke to her. I understood that she was just moving in, and 
that I had a telephone; I would be glad to have her use it, 
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· feeling she w11s a stranger, and she said she had 
page 55 ~ one. That is the first time I spoke to her, and then 
I did not know her name. . 
Q. Do you stay at home frequently, or do you travel quite 
a bit! 
A. I am home very little. 
Q. Did you have occasion to be in your apartment or apart-
ment house on October 16, 19391 
A. Well, I don't know that date. 
·Q. That was a_ Monday. That was the date that an acci-
dent occurred ·in this apartment. 
A. I was in town when the accident occurred, I am pretty 
sure. 
Q. Were you in the apartment house1 
A. I was coming in. 
Q. Will you tell the jury just where you were and what 
you heard when you entered the apartment and about what 
time of day it was Y · 
A. Well, I had-I work the Home Service for the Virginia 
Public Service Company, and do cooking schools. I had a 
scout class at three-thirty, at that time, so I would say I was 
in the apartment about two o'clock. I was coming in to call 
with·a member of the Home ·congress, who was in the car. I 
came in to get some white shoes and stopped in the hall and 
got the mail, and I started up the steps-as I remember there 
are two steps up into the first hall. 
Q. Where the first apartments are located on 
µnge 56 ~ the first floor? 
A. Yes. I stopped and read whatever I had iu 
my hand on my way up. The incinerator on the first floor ·blew 
out and fire and smoke-
Q. Did you see fire and smoke and flames come out of the 
inc~iucra tor Y 
A. A shooting of fire out of the incinerator door. Thll 
door was blown wide open,-and then there was smoke. 
Q. You ~aw that when you were on the first floor step$ Y 
A. Yes. I stepped ha.ck down. · . 
·Q. Did you l1ear any commotion or noise or screaming at 
tliat time f · 
A. The explosion following the fire was.- just like a blast, 
That is what blew the door open, I judge. 
· Q. So that the incinerator hopper on the first floor was 
blown open and you saw' a blast emanate from the doorY 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Was there any sound of voices after that t 
A. Well, the best I oan remember-I will tell you what 
happened. I think I hollered to somebody, ''What hap-
pened T'' I can't guarantee where this person came from, 
but it is the man who has charge of the janitor service. · I 
don't know whether he was on the ·first floor or in the base-
ment. I remember he said it was the incinerator. I hesitated 
before going upstairs. 
Q. This man was Fouche 1 
page 57 ~ A. Yes . 
. . Q. He told you it waR the -incinerator? 
A . .Yes. I Rtarted upstairs and I .heard somebody yell, 
''Get a doctor." '\\Then I went back ·out I met who I later 
found ou.t was Mrs. Evans, standing in her apartment door . 
.Somebody called and told her to put butter on her face. She 
yelled that she was burned. I asked what doctor to get, Jnd 
~he was not acquainted with doctors, and I wasn't, and I 
called the doct.or in our apartment directly, and what bis 
name is I don't remember. I called him and I called Doctor 
Gooch. who is our company doctor. I wa~.--:familiar with his 
name. I ~oulcln 't get him. I called this other doctor back 
again. and conldn 't get an answer from that telephone. I 
called Doctor Gooch another time. His nurse answered and 
said he WRR t.ied up and couldn't get there for a·while. 
Then I went back and asked Mrs. Evans to let me take her 
to the hm:;pifal. I had a car. 
Q. How much time transpired from the time you heard the 
blast 3.D.d saw the flames, from that time until the time you 
walkP.cl up to your apartment on the third floor Y 
A. Well. I conldn 't tell you. I don't walk upstairs; I run 
up. 
Q. Did you immediately go upf 
A. No. I didn't go right up. 
Q. You went back? 
page 58 } A. I didn't want to go up -µntil I found out what 
it was. (J. Wl1en you went up, did you see Mrs. Evans at that 
time1 
A. Kot until I got in my door. Then she called and said, 
'' •Somebody get a doctor.'' · 
Q. Was tl1ere any one with herf 
· A. No, ~hP. was alone. 
Q. You talked with her! 
A. I asked her who to get. 
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Q. Did you recognize her Y 
(' 
A. I had only seen her in passing and said if I could be 
of any service, I had a telephone. · 
Q .. Was her face colored in any way, or was her face normal-
looking Y .. 
A. Her face was black from soot. 
Q. Was there any eyidence of fire! 
A. No. . .. · 
Q. Did you see heri with the butter f 
A. I said, "Don't put that on your face. Do you have any 
olive oil. I wouldn't put the butter on my face.'' 
Q. What did you do Y 
.A.. I took her to the hospital. 
Q. In your car Y 
A. The company car. 
Q. 4-t the hospital, did you engage a doctor for herf 
A. No. I asked them to give her an emergency 
page 59 ~ room, and they had an intern there. 
Q. And the intern treated herY 
A. I don't know who treated her. There was an intern 
there, and a nurse. I immediately left. I had left my horn~ 
economist with her when I went out to get Mr. Evans. 
Q .. Where did yon meet Mr. Evans Y 
A. Just as I drove up, he drove up .. 
Q. Then did you drive back? 
A. I asked him who he was. I just told him I had taken 
her to the hospital. There was nothing to be alarmed about. 
He asked me if thev bad a doctor. I said there wasn't anv-
body available a.t that time other than the intern. I took hiin 
.to what I thought was Doctor li.,ifer 's address, and found 
Doctor Fifer had moved his address. I took him around to 
the Doniphan Building, if that is where Doctor Fifer's of-
fice is. 
Mr. R.osenber~·: No. 
A. (Continued) He went up to see a doctor, to engage a 
doctor to ~o back to the hospital. 
By l\Ir. Rosenberg: 
Q. Did you go back to the hospitaH 
A. I took him back to the hospital and left him. I bad a. 
scout clas~ at three-thirty. That was my connection with tlie 
case. 
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Q. Do you have occasion to use that incineratort 
A. Yes. 
page 60 ~ Q. Of course, you know that there is a notice 
on the incinerator Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. I hand you this and ask you if that is the notice similar 
to the plate tha:t is on the incinerator Y 
A. Yes. I don't think I have ever read it until the other 
day. I have been so familiar with incin~rators. 
Q. Did you receive any other notice from the management 
of the apartment house relative to the use of incinerators f 
A. I had a notice by the building about putting large papers 
and newspapers and boxes in the incinerator, and th~y said 
to leave them outside on the floor. I don't know the exact 
wording. 
. Q. Do you recall whether or not it was prior or subsequent 
to this accident which occurred T 
A. I couldn't tell you whether it was before or after. 
Q. I hand you a paper which says, ''Notice," and is signed 
'' Y. S. Knapp. '' I ask you if that is similar to the notice 
you have reference to? 
A. I think the one I have was mor~ in the form of a Jetter. 
Q. Did you ever make any comp]aint to· the management 
relative to the incinerator? 
A. Nothing, other than smoking. 
· Q. You have an apartment which is almost ell-
page 61 ~ rectly in the pa.th of the incinerator, is it noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you have had occasion to complain to the manage~ 
ment! 
A. Smoking, yes. However, it hasn't smoked for some 
time. 
Q. Do you know whether or not the management bas made 
any effort to do anything with respect to the incinerator sub-
seouent to this accident? · 
-A. I am out of town so much and I am in my ro01n so little 
that I reallv am not familiar with that. I cannot answer that 
at all. ., 
Q. Yon have noticed the ceiling and the walls on the third 
floor of that hallway? 
A. Yes. 
· Q. Did you notice any diseolora tion or any evidence · of 
smoke or fire or substance on the ceiling_ or walls? 
A. Directly after this explosion, there were some spots 
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on the wall, some residue. I think you naturally have that 
a.fte1· a blast. 
: Q. Do you know whether that has been cleaned o:fff 
A. No, I don't. I frankly do not know whether it is there 
or not. 
Mr. Rosenberg: That is all. 
,CROSS EXAMINATION. 
pag·e 62 ~ ·By Mr. Caton: 
Q. Miss Lansden, I understood you to sav that 
you have examined the legend attached to those hopper doorsY 
A. Yes. 
·· Mr. Caton: I wish to offer this in evidence at the present 
time. 
The Court: It wilJ be marked Defendant's .liJxhibit A. 
1·.:,. 
(The said metal legend, so offered in evidence, was marked 
Defendant's Exhibit A.) 
By Mr. Ca.ton : 
Q. You were asked with reference to the notice, and asked 
to read this notice, and I understood you to say that. the no-
tice you received with reference to cooperating in the use of 
the incinerator was mom in the form of a letter. 
Will you look at that and see if that is a copy of an identi-
cal letter you received t 
A. I think it is. I judge it is. I read it. I didn't file it. 
I just read it and .threw it away. 
Q. Will you read this, please Y 
A. "We would appreciate your cooperation in not placing 
in the incinerator heavy cardboard boxes and other large 
bundles of paper which will not, when placed in the incine.ra-
tor, readily drop to the bottom. 
''Na tu rally, when large artir.les are placed in the incinera-
tor and they do not drop, the smoke accumulates 
11ag·e 63 ~ and emanates in the hall, which ultimately might 
cause a great amount of inconYenience and annoy-
ance. 
"If you have any such articles which are too large for the 
in<>inerator. if yon will place them in the halls the janitor 
will collect them and dispose of them for you. 
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''I desire at this time to assure you that we are· pleased 
and willing at all times· to be cooperative in seeing to your 
personal comfort and you have but to command us to per-
form your wishes. 
"Thankin~ you for your cooperation ·and trusting you are 
comfortably and happily located in your ·new apartment, we 
are 
Cordially yours, 
THE BOULEVARD APARTMENTS, INC. 
JEFF FORD, President.'' 
Mr. Caton: I wish to offer this in evidence as Defendant's 
Exhibit B.. 
(The said letter. so offered in evidence, was marked De-
fendant's Exhibit B.) · 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. _Look at this sketch again, will you, plea.se, Miss Lans-
den. The hopper-isn't the hopper on the north wall of the 
third floor and 011 the north wall of all the floors? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then if that is north, that is correctly placed 
page 64 } on tl1is little sketch, is it not? 
A. To me, that is south. 
Q. It is north. · 
A. All right, then. 
Q. That would be the correct placing with reference to 
that hopper, if that be north. I think the Court and jury and 
all_ of us conc~de tha.t is north. "Where is your apartmenU 
A. My apartment is here. 
Q. Apartment A as shown on this plat f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And on the same side of the wall, the hopper door is Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did I understand you to say that you have had some 
familiarit.v with ·incinerators and the use of incinerators t 
· A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Witll reference to the incinerator that is installed in 
the Bo"Qlevard Apartment. is it true or not true that its op-
eration. ~o far as the hoµper doors are concerned, is a part 
of the manual work of the tenant who· opens the door and put 
the material in and shuts it? 
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A. Oh,yes. 
Q. And there are hopper doors in that apartment, that is, 
· on the seeond and third floors Y 
A. Yes. 
. Q. On this particular day, I understood you to 
page 65 } say tJ1at · as you ca.me in the apartment, you had 
just a.bout reached the top of the first two steps, 
which is the floor level of the first apartment in Building B 'i 
A. Yes. 
Q. When the hopper door blew open and this smoke and 
flame came out! 
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't know how it occurred, do you f 
A. No. 
Q. You haven't the slig·htest ide-a how it occurred f 
A. No. 
Q. I understood you to say that you knew that it came 
from the incinerator or something that happened in connec-
tion with the incinerator f 
A. Yes, because it opened the incinerator door and it flew 
open.· 
Q. And you saw Fouche, the janitor, and he said, "It is the 
incinerator." Is that correcU 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Caton: That is all. 
RE--DIR,EOT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
Q. Where did you see Fouche come from, Miss. Lansden? 
Do you recall where he was? 
· A. No, I do not. I could not tell you whether 
page 66 } he came from the basement level or :first floor 
· level. 
Q. But. he told you it was the incinerator f 
A. Remember, I was coming in in a rush and this happened 
· in a hurry. I couldn't tell you. I remember he appeared 
on· the scene. 
Q. This letter Mr. Caton handed you is undated, is it not? 
· A. Yes, that one is. 
Q. You had occasion to talk with Mrs. Knapp, who is the 
resident manager of .this apartment, suhsequent to the aooi--
dentf 
A. In regard to whaU 
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Q. With regard to Mrs. Rawson. Did Mrs. Knapp tell 
you-
. Mr. Caton: If the Court please, let him ask-
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
Q. Do you recall Mrs. Knapp engaging you in conversa-
. tion about Mrs. Rawson's use of the incinerator? 
A. No. 
Q. You do not? 
.A. No. 
Q. She never talked with you Y 
Mr . .Caton: She said "No." 
A.. No, I do not remember Mrs. Knapp ever talking to me 
a:bout Mrs. Rawson. I do not think I ever remember that. 
Mr. Rosen berg: That is all. 
pa~·e 67 ~ By the Comt : 
Q. When you got to the third floor, did you no-
tice the door of the third floor incinerator? 
A. I don't remember whether I did or not. I had in.· my 
mind, after I found this woman in trouble, try to do some-
thing to help her a.nd get back to- my job. 
The Court: That is aJl. 
Witness excused. 
Thereupon, 
DONALD P. EV ANS, 
1 • '." 
called m, a witness by and on behalf of the plaintiff, and ·being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIR,ECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\Ir. Rosenberg: 
Q. State your full name. 
A. Donald P. Evans. 
Q. Where do you reside? 
A. Boulevard Apartment. 
Q. ,vhen did you move into the Boulevard Apartment? 
:Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
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. · ; A. We started moving in the afternoon of the thirtieth and 
finished up the next day, Sunday. · 
Q. And you are the husband of Mrs. Opal Evans, who is 
the plaintiff, against the Boulevard Apartment, Inc., are you 
not! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Which apartment are you living in T 
A. 325-B. 
page 68 ~ Q. And that is located on Green ,Street Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the City of Alexandria, Virginia, is that corree.U 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you there under a contract lease or month to month 
tenant? 
A. Lease. 
Q. What period of time Y 
A. Nine months. 
Q. What is your rental Y 
A. Fifty-five dollars ·a month. 
Q. Payable in advance? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the size of your apartment Y 
A. Two rooms, kitchen and bath. 
Q. I show you this diagram which has been drawn with 
respect to the various apartments on the third floor of this 
apartment house you have just mentioned, and indicate this 
point here as the incinerator, and this point as the stairway, 
and ask you to describe the location of your apartment door, 
with respect to this diagram, whether it is A, E; D, C, or B. 
The ·court: Is there any question about the location Y 
Mr. Caton: No. 
The Conrt: I _think that will be conceded. 
page 69 ~ By Mr. Rosenberg: 
A. Yes. 
Q. Your apartment is Apartment C? 
Q. Miss Lansden 's is Apartment A Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. And the incinerator is located between A and E Aparf-
ments, iR that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Evnns. when did your furniture arrive f 
A. It arrived Saturday, the thirtieth~ 
Q. On Saturday! 
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A. Yes. 
Q. That was the Saturday preceding the Monday the six-
teenth? 
A. No, no-Yes, that is right. 
Q. You did not have any furniture in your house prior to 
then! 
A. ,v e had moved into the apartment much earlier and had 
practically no furniture but a bed and a stove. The 'rest of 
the furniture just arrived on the date I just mentioned. 
Q. Saturday, the f ourt.eenth Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you home on Saturday, the fourteenth? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. And Sunday, the fifteenth Y 
A. Yes. 
pag~ 70 } Q. Were you unpacking and cleaning the furni-
ture! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Sunday, the fifteenth of October, 1939, did you 
have occasion to talk with the janitor? 
A. Sunday? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What did you say to the janitor t 
A. Why, I had cleaned up the apartment as best I could 
that morning, without having a vacuum cleaner, ours not hav- · 
ing been assembled, and I heard the noise of the vacuum 
cleaner outside. That sounded good to ,me. I stepped out., 
and the janitor was working tl1e vacmum cleaner. I asked 
him when he finished up would be mind coming in and clean-
ing off our rugs. He did come in and cleaned our rug with 
the vacuum cleaner. · 
Q. That was Sunday, the fifteenth of October! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was your rug cleaned completely by the janitorf 
. · A. He went all over it and did a very nice job. 
Q. Now, the following day, Monday, the sixteenth, did you 
stav home that davt 
A. No. · 
Q. You went to work? 
· A. I went to work. 
Q. You work in the District of Columbia t · 
page 71 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. You are employed by the Government? 
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A. That is right. 
Q. Did anything unusual occur that da.y or happen Y Did 
you rece~ve Eij>ho:p.e call, or were you occupied in your normal 
work that day? 
A. Why, some time a.ft.er lunch-I would not be sure how 
long-some. little time after lunch, I received a pl1one call 
from Mrs. Evans, and she said, "I am badly burned. Come 
home at once, and get a doctor for me.'' I said, "'Vell, ar,~ 
you very seriously burned!" SI1e said, ''Yes; come as fast 
as you can." So I hurried right straig·ht out and left every-
thing and took a taxicab and cajoled the drbrer to make all 
the speed he could. He came straight out to the apartment. 
Q. ·when you got to tbe apartment, did you find your. wife 
theref · 
A. No. A lady whom I did not know at that time met me 
as I got out of the taxicab. 
Q. Po you know that lady now f 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is her name? 
A. Miss Lansden. 
Q. What happened f 
A. She asked me if I was Mr. Evans. I said, "Yes." She 
said, '' l\f rs. Evans was taken to the hospital, and 
page 72 ~ I will take you over there, and we . want to get a 
doctor~ I have had trouble finding one." 
About that time, there were some workmen there with a 
truck, unloading, to take the square piano we had, and I clashed 
upstairs to see if the apartment waR open, and it was, and 
the jnnitor was there. I asked him if he would look after 
thinp_·s while I hurried on to the hospital, and be said he would. 
J left things to be handled at that end. I hurrie<l into Miss 
Lansden 's car. I could only think of one place to go, and 
that wa~ tl1e doctor I I1ad bad with a sldn ailment earlier. It 
was for hives. 
Q. Who wa.s that f 
A. Doctor Hobbs. I hurried over to the building. He was 
in. As I recall, he was over the Peoples Drug Rtore on King· 
Street. as I recall it. In the meantime, :Miss Lansden had 
stopped some place efae wl1ere sbe thought she mig-ht pick 
up a doctor, and was unsuccessful, so I found some doctor :s 
office there-I would not be sure wl1ieh one it was. I found 
his door open, and I told bim what the situation was, and they 
arranged to get a doctor wl10 would report to the hospital. 
Q. ,,111at doeto1· dicl report T 
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A. Doctor Amole. 
Q. He tre~ted your wife at the hospital! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did your wife remain at the hospital, or did 
page 73 ~ you take her home T · 
A. No. I WP.nt to the hospital. She recognized 
me and I could see that she seemed to be under the influence 
of some anesthetic, and they were cleaning, at the time I ar-
rived, the black and burn off her face. I recall that it looked 
like flesh hanging down the side of her face there. They. 
kept her there quite a while. I wouldn't know how long. 
Then she said she wanted to g·o home, and they :finally con-
sented to let her go home. 
I took her straight home in a taxi and put her to bed. 
Q. What physical part of your wife was burned? 
A. Oh, he1· hair was burned or badly singed, and the side 
of her face and neck and one side of her neck, and part of 
her chest, kind of across her chest, and her arms above the 
wrists, quite a little ways above the wrist. 
Q. Did you get any medical attention for her after that 7 
A. Yes. Of course, she had to have it frequently. 
Q. ,vhom did you engage., what _doctorf 
A. Doctor Amole, and thPn, I believe Doctor Love. 
Q. Doctor Fifer, too. Did Doctor Fifer treat your wife f 
A. Doctor Fifer? 
Q. He is associated with Doctor Amole. 
A. I believe he did appear once or twice in Doctor Amole's 
place. 
Q. When you returned to the apartment. that 
pag·e 74 ~ day, did you notice anything unusual about the 
walls and the ceiling that evening-, or subsequent 
to the accident 7 · 
, A. I noticed that evening, after things quieted down a little, 
I went out to sec and try to shape up in my mind, if I could, 
what had taken place, and I noticed there were black stains 
splattered all over the ceiling of the hallway, and so·me on; 
the wa Us, that looked like to me as thoug·h some sort of liquid 
qr something had ~been blown up again~t the ceiling. 
Q. Do you know whether or not that has been taken off? 
A. No, there arc still si~·ns of it there. 
Q. What wa~ the physical condition of your wife prior to 
this injury that occurred 7 
A. Unusually steady, cheerful person who enjoyed dances. 
cards, and normal amusements, enjoyed serving· as a hostess, 
entertaining people. 
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Q. What was her mental condition Y 
A. Her mental condition ha~ always been unusually steady, 
in my opinion, free from nervousness. 
'. Q. After the accident, have you noticed any difference, any 
chang·e in her condition 1 
A. Well, she has been just like a different person ever since. 
You would hardlv know· her. 
Q. "\¥hat physical condition did you observe after the in-
jury to differentiate her from her condition priorY 
A. Well-physically T 
page 75 ~ Q. Physically. 
A. Not mentally Y 
Q. I am asking about the physical. 
A. She was burned. 
Q. Do you notice the burn on her face and hair Y Was her 
eye burned? 
A. It turned out she had a blister on her eye. 
Q. Did she have advice from an eye specialist? 
A. Yes. 
Q. ,¥hat difference did you notice in her mental condition, 
if anyf 
A. Moody, inclined to be depressed, nervous spells, sleep-
lessness, using· a sedative beyond anything that I approved 
of her doing, but she insisted she had to have it. 
Q. Did she use those prior to this injury? 
A. No. 
Q. Did she 8leep well prior to this injury Y 
A. I know 8be did. She never· waked me, but she has since, 
hy screnmin,g with nightmares. 
Q. Has it disrupted your normal life? 
A. It just isn't normal. ,v e never get out· tq see people. 
She is very sensitive about her scorched hair, and we will not 
µ;o out for weeks at a time. I have very rarely been able. to 
get her to go into Washington for supper, just the two of us. 
She hasn't entertained at all, not one bit. 
pap;e 76 ~ Q. You are familiar_ with the incinerator that 
was located in the house? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That incinerator has been put there for the use and 
-en.ioymcut of all the tenants, is that correct f 
A. I so understand it, yes. 
Q. Other than the disposal of refuse, do you have any 
control over the inc.inerator at a]U Do von or anv of the 
other tenants t .. · 
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A. No. 
Q. You do not go down in the basement and light up the 
incinerator to dispose of the trash t 
. .A.. No. - . . 
Q. Do you have a right to do that f 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. After this accident, did you receive any notice respect-
ing the use of this incinerator other than you had received 
prior to the accident T 
A. Well, some time later on, I don't remember just when, 
there was a notice posted on the incinerator that said we were 
not to put papers in any more. 
Q. Was this the notice posted on the incinerator or door f 
A. Posted on the incinerator. 
Q. In addition to that notice, did you receive any other 
notice? 
pa.go ·77 ~ A. No. 
Q. I hand you ·a letter, undated, signed by Jeff 
Ford, President, and ask you if a letter similar to that was 
sent to you? 
A. No, I have never seen this letter before. 
Mr. Rosenberg: You may cross-examine. 
CROSS EXAMIN ... t\.TION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. Mr. ·Evans, a.re you familiar with the legend or caution 
sign that is attached to the bopper door, the metal legend t 
A. Yes, there is a sign there. 
Q. Is that sign similar to the one that is attached to the 
hopper door on the third floor? · 
A. Yes, it looks quite similar. 
Q. You have read the one on the hopper door on the third 
floor, have you noU 
A. Yes. . . 
Q. When did you first read it or notice it? 
A. I really couldn't tell you. 
Q. Before the accident? Had you read it before the acci-
dent? 
A. I am not sure that. I had. I may have. I am not. sure. 
Mr. ·,c.aton: That is all. 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
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Witness ex~used. 
Ml Rosenbe1·g·: Plaintiff rests, Your Honor .. 
page 78 ~ Mr. Caton : 'I would to make a motion in cham-
bers. 
Thereupon, the Court and counsel retired to chambers .. 
Mr. Caton: They having rested, the d.f.f endant moves to 
strike the plaintiff's testimony. If the Court please, this is,. 
as you know, a notice of motion for judgment in which there 
has been alleged that the accident occurred fhrough the neg-
ligence of the defendant. Now, we submit that all they have 
proven so far is that there has been an accident and, of course, 
injuries as the result of that accident. There have been 
questions asked and answers made with reference to the con-
trol and management of the incinerator. Every one of the 
plaintiff's witnesses has testified that the use of the incinera-
. tor is au accommodation for the tenant, that there is a hoppet· 
door on each floor, and that each one of the tenants has ac-
cess and the right to use that hopper door for the purpose 
of putting trash in that, and it goes on down into the fire-
box. 
That indicates clearly that tbe entire management and con-
trol of the incinerator is not within the hands of the defend-
ant. In other words, if the control is of such a nature that it 
gave to the Court or to the jury the right to say that the acci-
dent could have been occasioned by the negligence of the d~-
fendant or could have been contributed to by the negligence 
of sonie · one else, then the doetrine of res ipsa loqu,itivr docs 
not apply. How it could have happened, it could have hap-
pened by the employee of the company or it could have been 
done by some tenant on the second floor putting 
pag·e 79 ~ into that hopper something of a combustible na-
. ture and causing the accident. 
In other words, as to the real cause of the accident, the 
jury is left, and the Court. in considering this motion, is left 
purely to conjecture. 
I admit they have establisl1ed there .was an accident. T 
admit, ·according to their testimony, there was something· 
wrong with the hopper on tl1e third floor, and the agent of the 
company told them not to use it until it. was repaired. What 
occasioned it, they l1ave brought no one here to slJOw that 
they bnd some one there to in!:-lpect it or that it was out of 
order. All of them admit that so far as tliey know-·-Miss 
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Lansden, I think, is the one .that testified that so far as she 
knew nothing had been done to it since the accident by way 
of repairing any defects. so we are confronted purelv with 
that situation. .. 
Thereupon, Mr. Gaton cited certain cases in Virginia. 
The Court: There is e-vidence of the door being open and 
being out of order and lying on this pile of papers. Unless 
you have something on that point, I think it ought to go to the 
jury. I will instruct them on that point. 
M1'. Caton: There is no causal connection, however. 
The Court: I don't know what caused the accident. I will 
instruct the jui;y on that point. 
Mr. Caton: The point I am empha~izing is this. They have 
to establish, it se(\ms to me-It raises probably an 
page 80 ~ inference of the cause of the accident by the testi-
mony that has been adduced, showing that the door 
was off. However, they have not gone as far as they have to 
go in establishing their case. They have to slJow some causal 
connection between the fact that the door was off on the third 
floor and the explosion. She has te$ti:fi!ed she was out there. 
The Oourt: It is a question of whether the apartment house 
protected its tenants as completely as they could. 
Mr. Caton: It wai:;; off in the morning, early. She we~t 
out there, and not only she but other tenants had been told not 
to put the trash in the hopper door. From that period until 
one o'clock, when she went ont in the hall, doing som~thing, 
tbP.re was no explosion. The fact that the hopper door was 
off certainly cannot be the cause. If that were the cause, it 
would have-
The Court: It i8 not a qirnstion of whether anything was 
put in the hopper. The question in my mind is whethe1· tl1e 
apartment house people had given the tenants the protection 
they were entitled to by leaving· thnt hopper door open. I do 
not think it has any bearing on what you are asking now. I 
do think the plaintiff is entitled to go to the jury on that 
point . 
.Mr. Claton: I understand vou overrule the motion'! 
The Court: Yes. · 
Mr. Caton: We note an exception and state as the grounds 
of the exception that the evidence is merely estab-
pap;e 81 } lishing the fact / act of an accident, and that no 
presumption arises from that fact; further, be-
cause the notice of motion for judgment alleges that the _ac-
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cident was occasioned by the neg·ligence of the defendant or 
its ag·ent, and there is no evidence showing any connection, 
any c~.mml connection, between the evidence to the effect that 
the hoppe1· door was probably or was out of order and the 
explosion, whieb occurred some time after the witness placed 
the hopper door as being out of order; and, third, because 
the determination of r,~s i11sa loq-uit-ur, the evidence being· 
clear that the control and management of the incinerator is 
not purely within the hands of the defendant company, ·but 
that the hopper door is a part of the incinerator plant or 
equipment, which hopper doors are used by the tenants within 
the building. 
The Court: We will recess until two o'clock. 
Thereupon, there ensued a recess for lunch until two o'clock 
P. M., at the conclusion of which the following occurred: 
Thereupon, 
JOHN ZIMMER, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant, and be-
ing first duly sworn, was ()Xamined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rogers: 
Q. Give your full name. 
A. ,John Zimmer. 
Q. You arc employed where and in what capacity? 
A. In Washing-ton, at 421 Bond Building, as 
p~·e 82 ~ representative of the Kerner Incinerator Com-
pany. 
Q. Tell me something about the Kerner Incinerator Com-
pany. Do they manufacture apartment incinerators? 
A. They n.re 8. kind of pioneer in the incinerator business. 
They sta rterl twenty-five or thirty years ago and have been 
improving right along. They have high-temperature and low-
temperature incinerators. In apartment houses, we put low-
temperature incinerators on account of them being flue fed, 
we onlv put a low-temperature incinerator. 
Q. Are you familiar with the Boulevard Apartment down 
011 Washing-ton Street? 
A. I am. 
Q. Are you familiar with the type of incinerator in that 
})articular apartment! 
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A. I am. I sold it. 
Q. Did you supervise the installation ot' tha.t incinerator Y 
A. I did. We do tha.t on every job. 
Q. Will you explain to the C-0urt and jury just how this 
incinerator is made? We want to get the facts about this par-
ticular type of incinerator. 
A. Iu the basement, roughly speaking, there-. is a square 
firebox. The chimney goes straight up from this incinerator. 
The chimney acts as a feed and also acts as a flue. The ref ore, 
everything dro.pped down the hopper doors falls 
page 83 ~ in the incinerator below, and is then ignited below, 
and the smoke and everything goes up the same 
flue in which the, garbag·e and the rubbish: is deposited. 
Q. That is the particular type in this:apartmenU 
A. Yes. It is a low-temperature incinerator. 
Q. Is it burning constantly? 
A. No. They usua11y wait until it fills up and the janitor 
. throws a match in and some one keeps throwing· garbage down. 
Q. vVill you explain, if you will, Mr. Zimmer, to the Court 
and jury about the hopper doors 1 
A. They are so designed so that if you open them, the 
sheet metal is on the outside., and as you open the door that 
closes the flue, the back of it. Nothing could go through with 
the door open. ,vben you deposit the material and the door 
closes, that opens the flue, but when you open the door, that 
closes the fhrn. The door of the bopper bas two metal sides 
and the bottom as you open it, it. works on a radius. The bot-
tom of the hopper closes the opening in the flue. You deposit 
the ma.terial in the metal container, and in order to drop it 
into the flue, you close the hopper door to let it drop into the 
container. 
I have a drawing here. It is a metal sheet, like, and that 
is made separately, so that when the hopper door is open 
nothin~ can come out. 
Q. Mr. Zimmer. there are two buildings in this 
page 84 } particular unit, A and B? 
. A. Yes. 
Q. I will ask you if you have had occasion to inspect the 
incinerator in Building B any time since the original installa-
tion? 
.,.I\., I ]mve been over there twice. It is our duty. 
Q. Any time since the installation, has there been any re-
pair work done on this particular incinerator Y 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. I call your attention, Mr. Zimmer, to the fact that there 
has .been an accident and explosion in this incinerator in B 
Building-. I will ask you a -hypothetical question. · If clµst 
or inflammatory materials were put int.o one of these. incin-
erators,· what would happen 1 .. 
A. As it suspends in the air· and spreads, if a1iy ci~arettes, 
or. anything is thrown do,,m, it wiH explode. Anythmg com-
bustible, any very fine dust is the same as throwing a can of 
gasoline down the incinerator. 
·. Q. Mr. Zimmer. if some dust particles or inflammatory 
materials of any kind were put in the third floor hopper of 
this ·building, would that explode or reflec.t in any way on the 
lower floor's by any explosion? 
A. That. would affect all the way down, unless it got in the 
incinerator before it got there, but if it exploded in the flue, 
it would likely open all the hopper doors. We have 
.page 85 ~ that in new buildings. When they sand the floors, 
they will throw it down the chute. I 11a:d it hap-
p~n in eight-story buildings. It will get near the bottom aucl 
explode in the air and blow the doors open. 
Q. In order to affect the doors, it would have to be in the 
flue itself! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Nothing in the fire pit would do that? 
A. No. There is a large door there, and any little action 
will open the door. It will take tl1e least resistance and go 
out the door. 
Q. Mr. Zimmer, woul<l it be possible to break these particu-
lar doors, pull these doors out? 
A. I have never replaced one in Washington, and I have 
been selling them about ten years. I have never replaced a 
hopper door. The handles g·et broken off occasionally. 
Q. This particular hopper is set in the wall? · 
A. It is built to and sot i.n the frame, built. in. 
Q. Assume, Mr. Zimmer, that tl1e hopper door on any par-
ticular floor was broken and the explosion occurred when the 
door was open. vV ould anything come out f . 
A. No. if. the door was open. no. You would get that flash 
there, but when the door is open, nothing can come out. 
Q. When the door is open--in this particular hopper, when 
the door h1 open on the front part, t.he back is 
,page 86 } sealed? 
A. Tl1e bottom of the door seals t.he opening. 
Q. It. is imposRible for anythiug to come throug·h? 
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A. That is the building regulation. 
Q. If the hopper door is open, that is the time the flue is 
safestt 
A. Yes. 
Q. Assuming you emptied int.o a flue dust particles that 
may have been taken from a rug, that came from a rug soaked 
in naphtha solution, moth flakes, or anything of that kind, 
and excelsior-
A. Camphor is highly explosive. A box of camphor in the 
incinerator blew out an entire incinerator. Dust is also bad, 
but camphor is as bad as g·asoline. 
Q. In order to g·uard ag·ainst. that-
A. Dust and :fine particles are to be wrapped in packages 
and boxes and deposited in the incinerator. 
Q. So that particular thing· will go to the box? 
A. Yes. There is a special ·caution on the door. 
Q. Mr. Zimmer, this particular B Building· again, the third 
floor, have you ins1)ected this hopper on the third floor of 
this B Building! 
A. I have. 
Q. What did you find f 
A. I found the door in the same condition it was when I 
sold it to them. It was never broken. 
page 87 ~ Q. If anything had been broken, anything of 
these incinerators sucl1 as you install, what arc 
the mechanics of repairing· it? 
A. They would have to order tlnoug·h me, and I would order 
from the factory. 
Q. Has any replacement been made at all in this particu-
lar building 7 
A. No. 
Q. This particular third floor 7 
A. No. 
Q. This incinerator is the same as it was when installed? 
A. No changes or repairs. 
Mr. Rogers: That is aH. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv ~fr. Flynn : 
"'Q. You ·say they have been improving these incineratorR 
for twenty-five years! 
A. Yes~ Rir. We wrote the Building Code for Washington. 
They l1ave been improved rig·ht along. 
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Q. Can they be· improved any more? 
A. If th.ey would, we would do it. In any incinerator, you 
have got to deposit in the same flue that you burn the smoke. 
·.You have got to have high temperature and pass your gases 
and mix them. Smoke is a gas and you have got to mix it to 
burn it. 
Q. Smoke is a gas f 
page 88 r A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Zimmer, isn't it possible for the incinera-
. tor to have an explosion without depositing anything from 
the flue from these openings in the wall on either one of the 
fi·rst iwo or three floors f 
A. If some one put something in the incinerator in the 
basement, it wouldn't go off. If there is no :fire you'd 
have to have a can of gasoline, but ordinary dust, after it has 
once settled, will not explode, only when suspended in the air. 
Q. There could be an explosion by putting gasoline on the 
things in the basement? 
A. Yes, but that would blow the door open. 
Q. You are supposed to put garbage in there? . 
A. Everything is supposed to be wrapped in a paper bag, 
and there a.re strict instructions on it that everything is· to 
be· wrapped. 
Q. Does garbage form a gas Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If left alone T 
A. Not an explosive ~as. 
Q. I ask you if it forms a gas 1 
A. The way we form a gas, combustible material, garbage, 
when it is dried, and forms a g·as and burns. If you put wate1· 
in there, it would eYaporate into steam. 
Q. On the same theory, if there is not sufficient 
pag·c 89 ~ room for it to burn, it will blow up, will it noU 
A. No, there is plenty of room. The chimney is 
larg·e _enough to take the gases off. 
Q. Depending 011 l10w much gas has accumulated? 
A. Yes. You can't accumulate that much gas. We have one 
-high-temperafa;ire one that has three oil burners on it. 
Q. That garbage is hard to burn, is it not 7 
A. No. forty per cent rubbish and sixty per cent damp 
g·at·hRQ'e will burn with a blue flame. 
Q. That is because of the draft¥ 
A. Dmft and plenty of rubbish to get the heat. 
Q. How much rubbish has got to be in there to burn sixty .. 
nvn per cent garbage! · . 
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A. We figure apartment. houses, the average American 
family uses fifty per cent g·a.rbage and fifty per -cent rubbish. 
It takes two daily newspapers to burn that garbage!' 
· Q. The incinerator is lighted from the bottom? 
A. No, the top of the rubbish. 
(J. How can you get on top Y 
A. It burns from the top down, not from the bottom up. 
Q. Assuming· as you have assumed on all questions from Mr. 
Rogers, assuming that rubbish was higher than that opening---
How high is that opening! 
A. Downstairs T 
Q. Yes, downstairs. . 
page 90 } A. I don't know. I have a drawing here. I can 
tell you roughly. It has two doors. One is about 
-has anybody got a scale here, or a ruler¥ 
Q. You are familiar. with that, aren't yon? 
. A. It is eighteen inches wide and fifteen inches high. The 
door in the 'bottom is about one foot by ten inches. Those 
doors will open with a little bit of pressure. 
Q. Assuming that the rubbish was piled higher than one 
of those doors and a light was put in? 
A. It wouldn't burn. You have got to have air to burn it. 
Q. How about a little gasoline Y 
A. It would blow the door off the minute vou close it. Your 
chimney can't do anything. · 
Q. Has that chimney ever been clog·ged? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever ask anybody if the chimney was clogged? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever give the janitor instruetions to put a brick 
down there? 
A. Thev asked me about some smoke trouble and what 
would cause smoke. I told them if somebody put in a cor-
rug·ated box; when you dump it in, it will open up. and that 
would clog t11e chimney and that would stay there until it was 
burned up, and you would have smoke. · 
Q. Wouldn't that tend to bring down the gases? 
page 91 } A. No, you have got to have air. 
Q. Couldn't the air come from the bottom t 
A. You have a. draft there. 
Q. Unless the box is airtight in the .flue, wouldn't the air 
come back all the way from the top? Couldn't that take place 
in the bottom? -
A. It would blow the doors open. 
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Q. Part of the explosion would come up the flue f 
A. ~traight ~hr~mg1=i. 
Q. And have 'j'ust as much going· up as coming outf 
A. I have never had that happen. 
Q. You said you had had explosions t 
A. I have said where they were sanding, the dust in the 
new building, and then had they thrown a lighted cigarette 
{lown there, you would get your explosion in your flue. 
Q. lust throwing a cigarette down without any dusU 
A. W"ith the sawdust or sanding· dust. 
Q. At the same time f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it possible to put a box the size that would fill that 
flue up so as to prevent a fire downstairs, is it possible to put 
such a corrugated box in one of those hopper doors f 
A. You would lmve to take the corrugated paper and jam 
it in, and as paper falls, it unfolds. That is the 
page 92 } only way you can get it. 
Q. Answer me this question, please. How big 
is that hopper f 
A. That hopper is seven and a half. You see, we make two-
size hopper doors. We figure them up with the size of the 
flue. I believe that hopper door is about seven and a half 
by nine, roughly speaking. 
Q. Seven and a. half by nine? 
A. About that, yes. 
Q. How big·, or how square is that flue? 
A. Sixteen by sixteen. 
Q. So it would not be possibfo to put anything in a seven 
and a half by nine receptacle-
A. I have seen it happen. 
Q. So as to cover entirely and block a sixteen by sixteen 
flue, would it? 
A. Yes, I have seen it happen. 
Q. You say you have had several other explosions¥ 
A. Only on new buildings when men sand the floor. 
Q. Would there be any camphor in thaU 
A. Dust and sanding· the floor-I never· have been called 
in for camphor. 
Q. Didn't you speak of a camphor explosion? 
A. Yes, out West. The thing blew up and we investigated 
and found camphor in it. 
page 93 ~ Q. Was that a 11ew builclingf 
A. No-I don't know. 
Q. That i~ an exception? 
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A. Yes, that is different. 
Q. :Mr. Zimmer, can you explain to this jury how that in-
cinerator opening on the third floor could throw all the debris 
that it did on the ceiling of the third floorY 
A. I wasn't there. I couldn't tell you. I didn't see it hap-
pen. 
Q. You do know debris and soot came from the incinera.-
tor Y 
A. I didn't see that. 
Q. Weren't you told that was what happenedi 
A. I was over there and she asked me-
Q. Who asked you Y 
A. Resident manag·er. I checked the doors with her, and 
she told me she had the explosion. I looked at the labels to 
see that they -were not blurred. They were all clear, and I 
said if they/had followed instructions on tl1at door it would 
not have happened. 
Q. When was that you told Mrs. Knapp thaU 
A. I don't know, shortly after the explosion. I believe at 
the time I went there. I don't know that date. 
Q. Wasn't there quite a bit of smoke? 
A. It depends on what you throw down there. If you 
throw rubber shoes or garbage, it will smoke, if it 
page 94 ~ is not a high temperature. You can only protect 
· yourself against smoke under a high-temperature 
incinerator. 
Q. Did you look closely at the chutes that go into that in-
cinerator on the first, second and third floors? 
A. I checked every one of them, and I checked it when 
they were installed. 
Q. Did you notice how the smoke was blasted out of tbe 
incinerator on each floor t 
A. No. 
Q. You found the smoke blasted out of the door 1 
A. No. I didn't notice that. That wouldn't be anything 
I would not.ice. You have to have a. draft. W11en the match 
is lighted, as long as the flue is clean, you will always get a 
draw. The main thing is, you have to have suction in order 
to burn. 
Q. You said you did not inspect those doors. To what ex-
tent did yon! · · 
A. To what extent did I do what T 
Q. Will you tell this jury whether or not there was any 
smoke blasted from these doors 1 
A. No, I don't remember. 
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Q. Did you look f 
A. No. She asked about the incinerator. I went 
page 9-5 ~ to the basement and checked it from the basement 
up in the above apartments. 
Q. They did not mention to you and you did not look-
A. They told me a woman had emptied a vaeuum bag into 
the incinerator, and then r explained to her the operation 
of an incinerator. 
Q. Is it possible to empty a vacuum bag in there? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. When you open it, and if you were emptying a vacuum 
bag into the incinerator, as Mrs .. Knapp had told you, the 
·flue to the incinerator, according· to your theory, would be 
closed? 
A. An explosion would happen, too. 
Q. An explosion could not take place until the door was 
closed back? 
A. Not until the material went back. 
Q. You mean to tell this jury that if those hopper doors 
had been filled four times, that there would be enough dust 
to go into those hoppers to cause an explosion in a sixteen by 
sixteen flue three floors below? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. An explosion would take place downstairs? 
A. I don't know where it took place. 
Q. Did you notice any evidence of gasoline or oil in the in-
cinerator f Of course, you didn't notice the ceiling. 
A. ·we didn't talk about that. She said they 
pag·e 96 ~ had had an accident and for me to check the in-
cinerator. 
Q. Wben was the last time you looked at the incinerator! 
A. Since the -accident. 
Q. Have you been out there since then? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Did you tell Mrs. Knapp to post noticesT 
A. The notices were there. That is on the door when it 
i~ installed. · 
Q. What notice? 
A. This label. 
Q. Did you tell her to post further notice or to send fur-
ther notice f . 
A. No. We have a standard card to put the bottles on the 
shelf and what to do and what not to do. 
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Q. Do you remember when you· discussed it with Mrs. 
Knapp and that you told her to post further notice? 
A. No. I would not haye suggested it out in the hall. It 
would not look very well. 
Q. The flue of the incinerator goes up through several of 
the apartments? 
A. I don't know that. It is out in the hall, so far as I 
know. 
Q. Don't you know, Mr. Zimmer, you installed this incin~ 
erator, and that there has been constant complaint by M~ss 
Lansden about its leaking smoke in her apart-
page 97 ~ ment7 
A. No. I was called there to see that they were 
properly built. 
Q. How many times were you there during the building of 
the incinerator? 
A. Well, I make my regular rounds. I wouldn't know 
definitely. When I get a new job, I may be over there two 
or three times, but if I have a good mason, I make two trips. 
It is a very simple thing. 
Q. You don't know that that incinerator runs through the 
apartment of Miss Lansden? 
A. The chimney may go through there. The hopper doors 
are what I ipspect. 
Q. I am talking about the flue. 
A. The layout of the apartment I don't know. It has got 
to go through the apartment. 
Q. You say you don't know whether it is in the apartment 
or not, and it has to go through the apartment. Which is 
right? 
A. I think it would have to. If you have a plan, you can 
show it to the jury. 
Q. Yet you say you are familiar with the incinerator t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are the one sent over to inspect it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And yet with your conversation about the incinerator, 
you did not notice anything about the halls? · 
pag·e 98 ~ A. No. I was sent there to inspect the incinera-
~ tor itself. 
ifr. Flynn : That is all. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
r 
By Mr. Roger~.: 
Q. Mr. Zimmer, maybe I can clear up one little point to 
the satisfaction of the jury. When that hopper door is open 
from the front, it is· closed from the back T 
A. Yes. That is the Building Code and required by the 
E"'ire Underwriters. 
. Q. When it is closed in fro~t, it is opened in the back t 
A. Yes, sir. 
_ ·Q. If you had the hopper door open and you are emptying 
something in this particular hopper, and you started to shut 
it, there would be a space open from the front and open from 
the back, would there not T 
A. The arc of the door, the front of the door-here is the 
:bottom of the hopper and here is the front of the door. When 
you open that, you close the flue. It is in that arc that you 
have that opening. 
Q. If you were emptying that vacuum bag into that I1op- . 
per and started to close it, while it was still open in the front, 
it would start to open in the back and the material would go 
down the flue t 
A. The material would only drop after the hop-
pag·e 99 ~ per is closed. 
Q. Assuming you had au explosion, it would be 
quite natural for some oil or dirt or something as the result 
of that explosion, would there not Y 
A. That all depends. You mean marks on the wall! 
Q. Yes. 
A. It depends on what was in there. I don't know what 
chemicals were produced on the wall. 
Q. There is nothing mechanical about it. Whenever some- . 
thing goes wrong, there is some human ag·ency, is there not °l 
A. They seem to play with them. They drop flower pots. 
That is the reason we use as small a door as possible. 
Mr. Rogers: That is all. 
RE-CROSS EXAl\H,NATION. 
Bv Mr. Flynn: · 
·Q. Isn't it possible, if, as you say, a corrugated box ,vas 
put in the clmte that blocked the flue, isn't it possible for gas 
to form in that incinerator and cause an explosion? 
A. Garbage gas would not explode. 
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Q. I am not talking· about garbage gas. 
A. You wouldn't have any gas. When you would go to 
light it, it would not burn. That is what might have made 
smoke come through the apartment. 
Q. The flue was clogged and airtig·htt 
A. No, it doesn't need to be airtight. You need 
page 100 ~ so much air to form combustion. If you do not 
get it, it will smolder. 
Q. What effect would it have, assuming· that the doors to 
these chutes were stuck or any one of them was closed, and 
a light was put to the bottom by the janitor f 
A. I don't quite understand you. 
Q. Would it not cause an explosion to light an inflammable 
thing that might be in the bottom of the incinerator with 
the flue badly clog·ged? 
A. If you had an explosion in the flue with the doors off, 
it would open the door. It is bound to do that. 
Q. So it is not possible, then, for any flames coming out 
of those incinerator chutes¥ 
A. While that door is in that arc, you would g·et that flash. 
That depends on the speed with which you close it. 
Q. There is practically that much space, isn't there 1 
A. An arc in there about like that, about a ninety-degree 
arc. 
Q. So a flame and explosion and material in the flue could 
come out of there t 
A. In that flash of a second. 
Q. The flue being sealed when it explodes would not mean 
anything under those circumstances? 
A. The doors are so thick, if you have an explosion, th~ 
doors open and lock the flue. 
Q. There is an arc in there before the flue is 
page 101 ~ locked 1 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Flynn: That is all. ; I 
By the Court : 
Q. As I understand it, when the hopper door is c1osed, the 
flue is open on the inside T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, when an explosion occurs, that door opens? 
A. J.f you ha.ve concussion in the flue, there is expan~ion 
in the flue and it presses against the door. The bot.tom of 
the hopper locks the flue. 
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Q. The door doesu 't go back in T 
A. No, sir. You haye got to close it by hand in this par-
ticular case. 
Q. If the hopper and the front part of the door was off, 
would the flue be open? 
· ·A. The flue would be open until you had an explosion, 
within the metal hopper, but you couldn't do that because the 
hopper is part of the door and riveted on to the door. 
Q. It is all one piece T 
A. It is all one casting. The door is fastened to the frame 
on the wall, and breaking that and taking it off is impossiblei -
with the bolts bolted on tight. 
Q. If the front part of the door was off, it would be open Y 
A. No. You would have the metal hopper there. 
page 102 ~ Q. If the hopper is closed-
A. The hopper is one solid piece. 
Q. When you shut the door that enables the trash in there 
to go down? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If the front part of the door was off, it would still be 
open? · 
A. No. It is bolted to the hopper door. In other words, 
our hopper is like this, with sides on it. To this side, we 
bolt the door, and if that door was off, that sheet metal would 
still he there. This hopper is made like one piece with sides 
-on it. When it is down. this hopper here, the door is fastened 
to this sheet metal. 
- Q. There are two pieces to the door? · 
A. The door is one casting. The door is fastened to the 
wall, and you would have to pull the frame off and use a 
wrench. 
Q. That frame is bolted on Y 
A. Yes. It is all designed according to the Fire Under-
writers. They have had lots of experience and we have to 
furnish those regulations and put them in the schools, where 
tl1e children play with them, and we have to make them as 
safe as possible. . 
The Court: All right . 
. ·witness excused. 
Thereupon, 
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page 103 ~ CLAIRPONTE FOUCHE, 
called as a witness by and on behalf ()f the de.;· 
fendant, and being first duly sworn, was examined· and tes-
tified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAM1NATI0N. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. What is your full name f 
A. Clairponte Fouche. 
· Q. Where are you employed at the present time and in 
what capacity? . 
A. Janitor, Boulevard Apartments. 
Q. How long· have you occupied that position f 
A. Ever since the twenty-fifth of July, last summer. 
Q. 1939! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you employed there on October 16, at a time when 
an accident occurred? 
A. I was. 
Q. Have you had any experience or employment as janitor 
of apartment houses priQr to coming here! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wheref 
A. Detroit, :Michigan, Chicago, and New York City. 
Q. Did any of those buildings you had employment in 
previously have incinerators installed in them Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 104} Q. Coming to the morning of the sixteenth-
or rather, start on October 15,the day before the 
accident. _ Do you recall that you were working on the third 
floor of Apartment B, when either Mr. or Mrs. Evans asked· 
you to come.in and help vacuum clean the rugs! 
A. I don't understand. 
Q .. Do you recall the day before the accident, while you 
were working~in the hall on the third floor, that either Mr. or 
Mrs. Evans asked you to come in and help them vacuum their 
rugs? 
A. I do. 
Q. What vacuum cleaner did you use! 
A. General Electric. 
Q. Was it the one-
.A. It belonged to the apartment. 
Q. You did not use one that belonged to her Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When you went in and did that particular work, were 
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you able,. with the Ieng-th of the line or the extension you 
had, to vacuum clean the entire rug in the living room? 
A. No,. I were not. 
Q. Did you go a:nd get an extension cord to enable you to 
vacuum throughout the front room f 
A. I went and.got the extension, but even that extension 
did not enable me to clean the entire room. 
pag·e 105 ~ Q. I understand you to say the extension did 
not enable you to clean the entire rug? 
. ·A. No, sir. · 
Q. Did you not.ice any particles of dirt or dust or any other 
material on the rngf 
A. I did. 
Q. What was that Y 
A. Well, there was excelsior and· moth balls and moth ball 
flakes. 
Q. Coming to the next da.y, which was October 16, and 
the day of the accident, will you tell the jury where you had 
been, just prior to the time the explosion occurred 1 
A. To begin with, I was on the outside, in tlle front of the 
building, when the accident occurred, and I came inside the 
building, in the front entrance. I met Miss Lansden coming 
down the steps. At that time, she said that Mrs. Evans met 
with an accident, and as I went upstairs to the third floor, 
where Mrs. Evans were, Mrs. Evans at that time was coming 
down the steps. She said, "Oh, Fouche, get a doctor, I have 
been burned''. 
Q. Miss Lansden testified that when she came fa tbe door 
on the first floor, as she had reached about the level of the 
first floor apartments, that she saw yon immediately after 
the accident, and that you said that it was the incinerator. 
Do I understand you to say that. when the accident occurred 
you were outside and had been outside prior 
page 106 ~ thereto t 
A. That is right. 
Q. Do you recall why you were outside Y 
A. Yes. I was outside directing an express man with a 
parcel of some sort, also, I believe, if I am n~t mistaken, the 
Tolman Laundry man. In fact, I am quite sure it was he. 
Q. You were .not inside the building· at the time of the 
explosion 1 
A. No. 
Q. Had you had occasion on the morning of the sixteenth 
or prior to the accident to be on the third floor and see the 
hopper door on the third floorf 
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A. I don't quite 'understand you. 
Q. Prior to the time of the accident, did you have occasion, 
for any reason, to be oh the third floor of Apartment Bf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the condition of the hopper door·t 
A. No more than usual, just as is. 
Q. It had been testified here that the head of the hopper 
had been broken out and was lying on the floor on some pa-
per. Is that correct, to the best of your knowledge and be-
. lief! 
A. No, sir. That hopper door, if that is what you call it, 
is on the incinerator, and one would have to have a wrench 
of some kind to get it off, because of the fact that it has two 
clamps, with nuts to bolt it down. 
Q. You testified there is nothing different as to 
page 107 ~ the condition of that h_opper door than has been 
on previous days 1 · 
A. Yes. 
Q. It was testified that because the head of the hopper was 
off that the hopper did not work, and you notified the ten-
ants to bring their trash out and place it on the floor. · Do 
you recall any such instructions as that? 
A. Positively not. 
Q. Did you notice the condition of the hopper door afteP 
the explosion f 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the condition 1 
A. Just as is. It was closed. 
Q. How were the hopper doors on the other floors, 
A. Closed likewise. 
Q. Did you have occasion to g·o in and examine the firebox 
of the incinerator in the basement? 
A. I did. 
Q. What was the situation with reference to that? 
A. Well, down there were some cans that didn't burn, of 
course, and a little smudging rubbish. 
Q. Was there a smoldering or bright fire Y · 
A. Smoking fire, and cans were on top .of that. 
Mr. Caton: You may take the witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Flynn: 
page 108 ~ Q. Do you deny that you ran into the apartment 
either from the first floor level or the basement 
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and saw Miss Lansden, and Miss Lansden asked you the ques-
tion, "What happened?'' and you immediately remarked, "It 
was the incinerator''? 
A. Do I deny that? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You deny that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You deny that there was anything wrong with the door 
on the third floor of the incinerator on October 16, the morn-
ing· of October 16 Y 
A. Anything wrong with it at that time! 
Q. That is right. 
A. That incinerator door was ope~. Some one called in 
···and wanted to know why it was open, and they couldn't close 
it. I went up there and closed it. 
Q. Some one did call you and tell you the incinerator door 
was open and out of order, didn't they T • 
A. They didn't say out of order whatsoever. They said 
tbe incinerator door was open. 
Q. You went on up and closed it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is all vou did? 
A. "'That is all I did. 
page 109 ~ Q. You are sure that the incinerator door was 
not off? 
A. I am sure. 
Q. How many people called you Y 
A. Didn't anybody call me. 
Q. Tbat is what I understood you to say-
A. They called the manager, and the manager told me. 
Q. How many times did the manager tell you that morn ... 
ingY 
A. Once. 
Q. To go up there and fix that door? 
A. That is right. 
Q.' That there was something wrong with the door? 
A. Someone said the door was open. Someone called in 
that the door was open. 
. Q. The door was shut f 
A. I didn't have any trouble pushing it closed. 
· Q. Don't· those doors, as a general proposition, close as 
soon as you leave them go? 
A. Well, yes, they should. . . 
: .Q. I am asking you what they do in that apartment on t~~ 
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third floor. You ·have used the incinerator door on the· third 
flood 
A. I have. 
Q. Have you had to push any of those doors shut I 
A. You have to lift it up and .shove. 
. Q. You now tell this jury you have tu push it. 
page 110} Just letting it go will not -elose the door?. 
A. That is right. . 
Q. Did you notice anything on the ceiling of the third 
floor prior to October 167 
A. No, I didn't notice anything. 
Q. Did you notice anything after the sixteenth.f· 
A. I did. · 
Q. And after the explosion 7 
A. I-did. 
Q. What did you notice! 
A. It was splattered with various. things, dark, like soot. 
Q. And you tried to wash it off! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you have any one try to wash it o:ffY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Nobody tried to wash those floors! 
A. It is on the side. 
Q. That is true, and you did not try to wash that ceiling 
offf · 
A. That is true. 
Q. There is no evidence of anyone trying to wash that 
off? 
A. Yes, there is evidence. 
Q. Who washed thaU 
page 111 ~ A. I don't know. . 
Q. Did your wife do any washing! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. She is not employed there! 
A. No, sir. I l 
Q. Did you ever see anyone else wash it off Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. But there is evidence of someone's trying to wash that 
ceiling off? 
A. That is right. 
Q. You say when you came into the cellar, there was 
smoldering garbage, garbage and trash a:p.d cans Y 
A. Seemingly garbage and cans. . 
Q. Was the cel1ar door to the incinerator open or closed· 
where you light it? Was it open or closed Y 
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A. Closed. Those doors stay closed .. 
Q. They do not open 7 
A. Sure, they open. 
Q. U :µless you pull them open¥ 
A. The doors go into the incinerator upstairs. 
A Juror: He. misunderstands the question. 
Mr. Caton: !·believe he does misunderstand your question .. 
Bv Mr. ~,lynn:. 
"'Q. The incinerator doo1·-. 
Mr. Caton: The oven door. 
page 112 ~ By Mr. Flynn: 
Q. Were those doors open or closed f 
A. Closed. 
Q. So that the explo~ion did not open those doors down--
stairs, did it Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. On Sunday, before this explosion took place, how many 
outlets, electric outlets, are there around this room where 
this rug was that you cleaned Y 
A. How many outlets! 
Q. That is right. 
A. For electrical fixtures, around the room I cleaned? 
Q. I think you understand my question. 
A. There wasn't any that I knew anything about at all, 
because I didn't use them. I didn't use the electricitv from 
their apartment at all. · 
Q. Where did you use the electricity from t 
A. All the way downstairs. 
Q. Do you mean to tell me now that you had this electric 
vacuum cleaner plugged in down on the bottom floor and 
you cleaned out Mr. and Mrs. Evans' apartment without 
changing the connection, is that right Y 
A. No, it is not right. 
Q. Tell me what you mean. 
A. ·That is the reason I couldn't vacuum the 
page 113 ~ entire room, my extension was too short. 
Q. Did you go after an extension? 
A. I did. 
Q. When you went after it and g·ot it, how big was itY 
A. An ordinary extension. 
Q. How long1 
A. Approximately twelve or fifteen feet. 
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Q. Then you were able to clean out all of the hall on the _ 
third floor, weren't you f 
A. That is right. 
Q. And with that extension, you were able to go twelve 
or :fifteen feet into this room Y 
A. I was able to do thatY 
Q. Yes . 
.A.. I was. 
Q. How long is that room from the door 7 
A. I don't know the dimensions of that room. 
Q. Do you know the dimensions of that rugf 
A. I don't know. · 
Q. Do you mean to tell this jury that . after you put the 
extension on, you couldn't clean it all Y • 
A. He asked me to vacuum around here where we are 
walking·. He said, "We are tracking· it up by continuing to 
go over the rug all the time, and moving things''. The things 
were all sitting around with the exception of a 
page 114 ~ space there where he was lying down on a divan. 
Q. You did clean the rug Y 
A. Just that space. 
Q. Did you pick up all the excelsior¥ 
A. I didn't get it all. 
Q. You were tipped and paid for it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Evans did not tip you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And that is as true as all the rest of your testimopy Y 
Mr. Caton: You cannot ask him that. It is up to tb,e tj'Q"ry 
to determine whether or. not that is true, and you know you 
are going beyond legal bounds when you do it. 
By Mr. lt,lynn: 
Q. I have one or two other questions and I will be through. 
You met Miss Lansden coming down the steps? 
A. As I was going up the steps, Miss Lansden was coming 
down. 
Q. What floor was Miss Lansden on T 
A. I couldn't say. 
Q. The second or third floor Y 
A. I can't be sure what floor it was. 
Q. Is your memory yag-ue as to what happened after the 
explosionY 
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A. iN o, I can explain practically everything. 
page 115 ~ Q. Do you know where she was f 
A. I couldn't say, when she said what she did. 
Q. What did she say? 
A. About Mrs. Ervans. 
Q. Did she say anything· about the explosion T 
A. That is about all she did say. 
Q. Didn't she ask you anything f Didn't she ask you what 
happened? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you didn't say it was the incinerator Y 
A. I had no need to. I was outside. 
Q. Did you hear the explosion? 
A. No, sh~. 
Q. Why were, you going upstairs Y 
A. Why was I going upstairs Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. Because I had just got through talking to the express 
man and laundry man, and my duty was in the building. 
Q. Your duty in the building is in the basement? 
A. It is just as much the top floor as any place else. 
Q. You are sure the doors on that incinerator after the 
explosion, that led to the place where you light it up, were 
closed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Flynn: That is all. 
page 116 ~ Witness excused. 
,Thereupon, 
ADELAIDE FOUCHE, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified .as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. W11at is your name? 
'A. Adelaide Fouche. 
Q. Where are you employed Y 
A. Boulevard Apartments. 
Q. How long have you been employed there Y 
A. Since .July 28, 1939. 
Q. You are still employed there¥ 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Were you employed there October 16, 1989! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall the aooident which resulted in Mrs. Evans' 
being burned f 
A .. Yes, I do. 
Q. At the time the accident occurred, will you tell the 
jury, please, where you were Y _ 
A. I was in the apartment just under- Mrs. Evans, whieh is 
225. - -
Q. You were in the apartment on the second 
page 117 } floor? 
A. I was in the apartment on the second floor. 
Q. And you were doing some cleaning work thereY 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. Was the door leading into the apartment in whieh you 
were working at that time open t 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. All right. Did you hear anything that attracted your 
attention! 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What did you hear? 
A. I heard Mrs. Evans calling, "Help, help". I went up 
there into the hall, and Mrs. Evans was coming down the 
steps. 
Q. Then what happened? Did she come into the apart-
ment where you were working then t 
A. Yes. Q. vVhat did she do there? 
A. She picked up the telephone and called Mr. Evans. 
Q. After she called Mr. Evans, where did Mrs. Evans go? 
A. She stayed there a while, and after a time Miss Lans-
den came in. 
Q. Did she go back to her apartment on the third :floor? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you go up with her 1 
A. Yes, I did. 
. Q. Did you help in any way to minister to her 
page 118 } injuries while you were in the room f 
A. Yes. I went up with Mrs. Evans to get the 
butter out of the refrigerator, and Mrs. Evans applied it. 
Q. Did you go out at the same time that Miss Lansden and 
Mrs. Evans came out of that apartment? 
A. Yes, I did. 
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Q. When you came to the door, did you see any part of a 
vacuum cleaner in the hallway t 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What part did you see! 
A. The bag of the vacuum. 
Q. Where was the bag located f 
A. Directly in front of 329. 
Q. How many apartment~ are there on the third floor? 
A. There are fiv.e. 
Q. Will you look at this little sketch a minute! Here is 
the incinerator door and here are the ste1Js. Now, with rela-
tion to the apartment, what did you seef 
A. This is 329. 
Q. Where would that apartment bet 
A. To the right or left of the steps .. 
Q. That is where the vacuum bag was? 
A. Yes. . JI 
Q. What did you do when you saw the vacuum bagT 
A. I was going to pick the bag up, and take it 
page 119 ~ into Mrs. Evans' apartment, and she s~id, ''No, 
no, I will take it". 
Q. Did she pick it up and take it in herself f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did she take it into her apartment before going on with 
Miss Lansden T 
~ Yes, she did. 
Q. Had you been doing any work on any of the apartments 
on that floor f 
A. Not in that building. 
Q. You had not cbeen on the third floor Y 
A. No, I had not. 
Q. So you don't know anything about the incinerator hop-
per on the third floor Y 
A. No, I don't. . 
Q. Had you seen the incinerator box or hopper on the sec-
ond floor! 
A. Yes. 
Q. "'What was its condition f . 
A. It was in perfect condition because I had just emptied 
some trash in the incinerator. 
Q. How long before the explosion had the trash been 
emptied into that? 
A. About five minutes. 
Q. What was the nature of that¥ 
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.A.. Cigarette stumps and tin cans. 
page 120 r Q. ,vhat did you do with that? 
A. It was in a bag· in the wastebasket, and I 
took the bag out and put it in the incinerator. · 
Q. That was how long before the accidenU 
.A.. Just about five minutes. 
Q. Did you notice after the accident ·the incinerator hop-
per on the third floor 1 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. You couldn't say whether it was closed or open? 
A. It was closed, I know that much. 
Q. You did notice enough to see that it was closed after 
the accident? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You noticed it at the time immediately following the 
accident when you were helping Mrs. Evans? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had the hopper door blown open on the second floor 
that you notice? 
A. No, it had not. 
Mr. Caton: That is all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
Q. What is the nature of your employmenU 
A. ·why, I just work around the building. 
Q. You work exclusively around the building? 
page 121 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Are you related to Fouche, the janitor? 
A. I am. 
Q. If he snys you are not employed there, he is mistaken, 
is he not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are employed there 1 
A. I am not employed by the Boulevard Apartments, no. 
Q. '\Vho employs you? · 
A. The people that live there. 
Q. vVhat people? 
A. ·The tenants in the Boulevard Apartments. I work 
around the apartment for special people. 
Q. '\Vhat "special people"! 
A. I work for people that engage me. They come to me 
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and ·ask me if I will clean their apartments. 
Q. You do work around the apartment T 
A. Yes. 
Q. About five minutes before the explosion, you had emptied 
some ref use in the hopper? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you hear any screaming about five minutes later Y 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did you notice that Mrs. Evans had been burned? 
A. Yes, I did. 
page 122 }- Q. And you tell this jury that when you went 
up on the third floor, the hopper was closed? 
A. Sure. 
Q. You are sure of that t 
A. Yes. 
· Q.. And you are also sure that you went into Mrs. Evans' 
, apartment with her¥ · 
A. I am. 
Q. If Miss Lansden said you were not in that apartment 
when she saw Mrs. Evans, she is mistaken, is that trueT 
.A. Yes. 
Q . .You were there with Mrs. Evans? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If Miss Lansden says no one was there with Mrs. Evans, 
she is ag·ain mistaken? 
A. That is true. 
Q. If the engineer says that if an explosion occurs the hop-
per door flies open and stays open, then how do you explain 
the fact that the hopper door was closed Y 
A. Because when I went up the steps I could see the in-
cinerator, and it was not open, because it is direetly in front 
of the stairs. 
Q. You looked at thatf 
A. It draws your attention. There is a piece of aluminum 
on it. 
pag{' 123 }- Q. Did you look at the ceiling above the incin-
erator! 
A. No, I clidn 't, not at that time . 
. Q. Did you look at it afterwards f 
A. Yes, I did. · 
Q. Did you notice any substance on the ceiling f 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Wliat sort of substance! 
A. All smoked up, and different spots. 
Q. A II over the ceiling? 
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A. Yes, right on the left, mainly, of the ineinerator. 
Q. Did you elean that ceiling Y 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Did your husband clean it? 
A. Not that I know of .. 
Q. Do you know who cleaned the ceilingf 
A. I do not know. 
Q. Who does work around the buildings except you and 
your husband? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. If anybody eleaned that ceiling he should have direc-
tion over who should clean it? 
A. He should. 
Q. You did not clean it T 
A. I don't clean the walls at all. I don't work for the 
apartment whatever. I just work for the people 
page 124 } that live in the apartment. 
Q. You say you heard an explosion that after-
noon 7 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. You did not hear an explosion? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. I thought you told me about five minutes afterwards you 
heard an explosion? 
A. No, I did not. I heard l\llrs. Evans calling for help. 
Q. When did you first see your husband that afternoon Y 
A. Shortly after the explosion, coming up the stairs, after 
:Mrs. FJvans called her husband from the apartment in which 
I was working. · 
Q. Where did you see him? What floor was he on? 
A. vVell, I was on the second floor and he was coming . up 
the stairs to clean the first and second floors. 
Q. Had you seen Miss Lansden before you saw your hus-
band f 
A. Yes. She was in the apartment with us. 
Q. In whose apartment? 
A. 225, where I was working. 
Q. So that if Miss Lansden says she did not see Mrs. Evans 
in her apartment, or in Apartment 225, but saw her as she 
was about to go into her own apartment, she is again mis-
taken? 
A. Yes, she is. 
Q. And you saw your husband on the second floor? 
A. ·No, on the landing between the first and 
page 125 ~ second floors. 
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Q. When did you see him t 
r 
A. After we had been in the apartment, after Mrs. Evans 
called her husband, we had gone upstairs to make prepara-
tions to call the doctor. 
Q. Did you hear ·your husband say anything about an ex-
plosion in the incinerator f 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Do you do any cleaning with a vacuum f 
A. Yes, in the apartment I do. 
Q. There are extension cords in the apartment, are there 
not? . 
A. On the vacuum, there are. 
Q. There are several outlets in the bedrooms and living 
rooms where you can plug in one outlet and take it out of 
there and put it in another, is that correct.¥ 
A. That is right. 
Q. The extension cord is about sixteen feet long and that 
ought to cover the entire floor, should it not! 
A. Yes. 
Q. What sort of cleaning were you doing on the second 
floor that day f 
A. Well, I went in the apartment every day at the time 
and just straightened up the apartment. 
Q. Were you cleaning with a vacuum? 
A. No, I was not. 
page 126 ~ Q. You are positive you were not usmg a 
vacuwnf 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are positive you did not throw any refuse on the 
second floor just prior to the explosion that was loose? 
A. No. 
Q. Yon tied these cans up! 
A. I put a brown paper bag in the basket to put the trash 
in, and I take that and put it in the incinerator. 
Q. You drop it down without tying the bag up? . 
A. I draw it together. 
Mr. Rosenberg: That is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAl\HNATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
· Q. You said you were in Apartment 225? 
A. Yes. 
Q. W110se apartment was thaU 
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· A. Commander Scott's. 
Q. You were working· for Mrs. Scott f 
A. No. He was a bachelor. 
Q. For what working services you performed for him in 
that apartment, he paid you dir(!Ct f 
A. Yes, he did. . 
Q. You were not employed or paid by the Boulevard Apart-
ments? 
A. No, I am not. 
page 127 ~ Mr. Caton: That is all. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
Q. You work for Mrs. Knapp, do you not f 
A. Occasionally, yes. 
Q. You act as her maid? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Rosenberg: That is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. In her apartmenU 
A. Yes. 
Q. W11ere is Mrs. Knapp's apartment f 
A. A Building. 
Mr. Caton: That is all. 
,vitness excused. 
Thereupon, 
Y. S. KNAPP, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified ~s follows: 
DIR,ECT EXAJ\HNATION. 
By Mr. Caton: 
Q. Will you give your name and residence, please f 
A. Yvonne S. Knapp. 
Q. Where is your residence? ii' 
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page 128 ~ A. The Boulevard Apartments. 
Q. Do yqu have any official capacity thereY 
A. Resident manager. 
Q. F'or how long! 
A. Since the first of August, 1939. 
Q. Is that since it has .been opened to the public? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Knapp, can you tell the jury whether or not, since 
your management there from August up to the present time, 
there have been any repairs to the incinerator, either as to 
the firebox or to the flue or to the hopper openings on the 
respective floors Y 
A. There have not been any repairs. 
Q. After this accident, did you request Mr. Zimmer to come 
and make an inspection f 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. You heard him testify that he came and made an in-
spection f 
A. Yes. . 
Q. As the result of that inspection, was it necessary for 
the apartment corporation to make any expenditures in the 
way of repairs or replacements f 
A. No, it was not. 
Q. I understood you to testify that at the present time 
the condition of the incinerator is identical with 
page 129 ~ its condition at the time the apartment was opened, 
is that correct? 
, A. It is. 
Q. Do you know anything about the accident? Were you 
in the building at that time f 
A. No, I was not there at the time. 
Q. All you know is what transpired afterwards Y 
A. That is right. . 
Q. After you received word of the accident, did you have 
occasion or did you gq over in Building. BT 
A. ¥ es, I did. 
Q. Did you go up on the third floor Y 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you have occasion,· or do you recall that you looked 
at the hopper door? 
A. Yes, I did. · 
Q. What was its condition Y 
A. It was closed. 
Q. At that time, did you see any part of it, or had any 
part been broken away and on the floor Y 
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A. No. 
Q. In other words, from your observation on that day fol-
lowing· the accident, the hopper door. was closed 1 
A. Yes. . 
Q. And in the· same normal condition as previously f 
A. Yes. 
page 130} Mr. Caton: That is all. 
CROSS EXAMl;NATlON. 
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
Q. You say you never requested the engineer to come over 
prior to the accident T 
A. No. 
Q. Did you have any complaint T 
A. I did. I had trouble with the incinerator smoking and 
I immediately went to the tenants and asked them to piease 
be careful what they put down the incinerator, if they put 
any corrugated or heavy wrapping paper; that we would have 
smoke seep through, and it was nothing to be alarmed about. 
Q. That was before the accident t 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you make that request to Mrs. Evans? 
A. I cannot recall that I talked to her personally. They 
all received a letter asking them to cooperate with us. 
Q. When did you send those letters out t 
A. We didn't send them out. I took some and the janitor 
took some, some time in September. 
Q. Why didn't you date the letter T 
A. It is a· mimeographed letter delivered to the tenants 
as they move in. 
Q. Is it customary to send a letter with«lut dating it Y 
A. There were thirty-six tenants. 
page 131. ~ Q. Is this your notice t 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are quite positive this was sent out and delivered 
before the accident? 
A. Yes, due to the smoking, I immediately got to work on 
it. 
Q. After the accident, did you have any complaint about 
the smoke? 
A. There might have been. I do not recall. 
Q. How do you recall the letter was sent out before the 
accident! > 
.•.-
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A. Because we had trouble with the incinerator smoking, 
and I immediately took the situation in hand to avoid any 
trouble. 
Q. You had trouble afterwards, didn't you f 
A. We could have had. 
Q. Did you havef · 
A. I can't 1·ecall. 
Q. You made a request of the engineer to come· over and 
inspect the incinerator¥ 
A. I did, because I wanted to see if there was anything 
wrong with it. 
Q. Becaus~ of the complaint? 
A. Because of the accident. I was curious to find ouL 
Q. ·when did you come to the apartment f 
page 132 ~ A. Right after the accident. 
Q. Before l\frs. Evans was taken to the hos-
pital 1 
A. No, after. 
Q. She had gone to the hospitaH 
A. She had returned from the hospital. 
Q. That might haye been an hour or two hours after the 
explosion! 
A. I don't know what time it was. 
Q. Were you advised there had been an explosion? 
A. They didn't say there was an explosion. They said 
Mrs. Evans had been bumed, when I went in, and they said 
that she went out in the hall to empty her vacuum bag and 
the incinerator blew. 
Q. Did you ever contemplate closing the incinerator and 
not having the tenants use the incinerator! 
A. No. 
Q. That incinerator is lit by the janitor in the firebox in 
the basement, is it noU 
A. Yes. 
Q. He has the control over the basement, has he not? 
A. Yes, he has. 
Q. And the only use made of the incinerator by the ten-
ants is to put refuse in the hopper and drop the refuse in 
the flue? 
A. Yes. 
page 133 ~ Q. Did Miss Lansden ever complain to you 
a bout the smoke? 
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. What did you do about that! 
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A. Every time there was smoke we would find some kind 
of corrugated box in the incinerator, just smoldering. 
Q. Did you do anything about the closet of Miss Lansden 's 
apartment? 
A. Yes. I had asbestos put around the pipes at the time. 
Q. Covered with asbestos lining· r 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there a complaint made on October 16! 
.A.. Yes, that the door was open, and I immediately got in 
touch with the janitor and he went over and I talked with 
him later and asked what was the matter, and he said noth· 
ing, that he just closed it. 
Q. Isn't it possible for the bolts and screws to come loose 
so the door would have a tendency to drop? 
A. I have never seen that. 
Q. Is it possible? 
A. I would not know whether it is possible. I don't ·know 
how it is possible. 
Q. You have never seen an incinerator _hopper with the 
door ofH 
A. I have never seen the bolts loose. 
Q. Have you ever seen the bolts on an incinera-
page 134 ~ tor hopper? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You know what the bolts look like f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you don't want to tell this jury whether or not those 
bolts would come loose 1 
:Mr. Caton: She is not an expert. 
Mr. R.osenbcrg: I don't think it requires an expert. 
By Mr. Rosenberg: 
· Q. You got a complaint that Monday about the door being 
~ml . 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that the only complaint you got? 
A. That is the onlv one. 
Q. And you immediately sent your janitor to take care of 
iU 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. ·where were you at the time of the accident f 
A. I was in Alexandria. 
Q. Yon were not at the apartment I 
A. 'No. 
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Mr. Rosenberg: That is all. 
Mr. Caton: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
Mr. Caton: That is the defendant's case. 
Mr. Flynn: We have no further testimony. 
.. 
,. . 
! ' j 
page 135 ~ Motion to view. premises was then made by 
plaintiff, which motion without objection by de-
fendant · was g·ranted, and thereupon, the jury, under the 
Court's supervision viewed the scene of the accident. 
Thereupon, the Court and counsel retired to chambers, 
where the following occurred: 
1\fr. Caton: I renew my motion to strike the plaintiff's tes-
timony that I made at the conclusion of the plaintiff's case 
-in chief, and I move again that the plaintiff's testimony be 
stricken and state as grounds the. same reasons heretofore 
advanced, namely, that they have only the evidence of the 
accident, you have only an instrument that is not entirely 
within the control and manag·ement of the defendant, the use 
being controlled, in so far as the hopper doors are concerned, 
by the tenants who use it. 
There are not sufficient facts upon which negligence might 
be inferred in the situation based upon the facts, which leaves 
necessarily the Court, and, therefore, the jury if it goes to 
the jury, to speculate that there are facts which if they believe 
them to be true, would make the n~gligence of the defendant 
r~sponsible or otlrnr facts which make them not responsible. 
In other words, there is no tie-up in the causal connection 
between the accident and any situation that has been pro-
duced by her testimony before the Court. ·They have shown 
an explosion, but gTanting that evidence to be true, they do 
not-know-
The Court: We still have the evidence that the door was 
· open. 
pag·e 136 ~ M:r. Ca.to"Q : Whether or not the door being 
open had anything to do with the accident. 
The Court : If the jury believes the testimony that the 
door was off-
Mr. Caton: Can you permit the jury to conjecture that 
according- to her testimony several hours before the accident, 
that that had any connection with the ultimate accident? Isn't 
.it true that any agency could have transpired, and the evi-
dence before the Court is tbat the hopper doors are used by 
the tenants. 
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The Court: If the jury believes that the hopper door was 
off and that the apartment l10use people should have known 
it was off and the flue was open and the explosion occurred 
when she stood in front of that hopper-I overrule your mo-
tion to dismiss. I do not think I have a right to dismiss with, · 
that piece of evidence. -
Mr. Caton: I wish to make exception to the Court's over-
ruling my renewal of the motion at the end of the plaintiff 'a 
testimony in c.hief, and assign for that exception the reasons 
heretofore assigned and given. 
Thereupon, there followed the discussion bf the instruc-
tions offered by the plaintiff and the defendant. 
Mr. Rosenberg: Exception is taken to the refusal of the 
Court to gTant Instructions Six and Seven which relate to 
4 the doctrine of res ipsa loqu,itur, that the plain-
page 137 ~ tiff contends that the circumstances and the facts 
of this case are such as to invoke ·the doctrine of 
res ipsa loqu.itiir since the control, management, and opera-
tion of the incinerator is within the landlord and has been 
offered by the landlord to the tenants for their common use·; 
and that, by reason of this operation, control and manage-
ment, the attendant circumstances and facts whfoh have· \ 
arisen and which show an inferenc.e and presumption of neg-
ligence on the part of the landlord should be allowed to be 
presented to the jury with, of course, the defendant's privilege 
to rebut that presumption and inference in denying and show-
ing· a denial of negligence. · 
In substantiation of that, the case of Riggs versus Patton, 
129 Southeastern 493, which sets out the doctrine of res ipsa 
loqu,itiir, and the case of Wardman versus Hamilton, cited 
in 26 A. L. R. 1249, District Court of Appeals, 1922, 280 Fed. 
988. 
I want to note an exception to the granting of defendant's 
instruction A on the ground that this instruetion is a denial 
of the res ipsa l.oquititr doctrine, which is applicable to this 
case, and the same is applicable to the granting of instruction 
B for the defendant. 
Following the summation of the case, the jury brought in 
the fallowing verdict: 
''We, the jury, on the issue joined, find for the plaintiff and 
fix her damages at :fifteen hundred dollars.'' 
page 138 ~ Thereupon, the defendant, by its counsel, moved 
the Court to set aside the verdtct of the jury be-
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cause said yerdict was contrary to the law and the evidence 
and assigned as reasons for said motion the following: 
(1) Because the plaintiff failed to establish a causal con-
nection between the alleged negligence of the defendant and 
the injury to the plaintiff. 
(2) Because the plaintiff failed to establish by a preponder-
ance of the evidence the negligence of the defendant; or that 
the defective condition of the incinerator door on the third 
floor of the apartment, even if true, was the proximate cause 
of said accident resulting· in plaintiff's injuries. 
( 3) Because the plaintiff failed to furnish evidence to show 
how. and wliy. the accident occurred, it being shown by the 
evidence that the instrumentality causing the alleged injuries 
was not within the exclusive control of the defendant. 
(4) Because the plaintiff proved only an wiexplainccl ac-
cident which may have been attributable to one of several 
causes, for some of which the defendant is responsible and 
for some of which the defendant is not responsible. 
( 5) Because by reason of uncontradicted expert evidence 
the accident could not have happened from the so-called de-
fect testified to by the plaintiff unless the plaintiff herself 
had contributed by her own negligence to said accident and 
injuries. 
Hearing concluded. 
page 138%} COURT lNSTR.UCTIONS. 
I. The Court instructs the jnry that if you believe from a 
preponderance of the evidence that there existed a defectiv~ 
condition in the incinerator and that the defendant corpora-
tion, the landlord, in the exercise of reasonable care knew, or 
should have lmown of this condition, which incinerator the 
Defendant had provided for the common use of the tenants 
and if you further believe from the evidence that as a proxi-
mate result of said defective condition an explosion occurred 
injuring the Plaintiff without any fault on l1er part, then vou 
should find a verdict for the Plaintiff. · 
2. The Court instructs the jury that a landlord who rents 
different parts of a building for their common use an incin-
erator for the disposal of garbage, refuse, etc., has restino-
upon him implied duty to take reasonable care to keep such 
incinerator in a reasonably safe condition and he is liahl~ 
for injuries that result to tenants from a failure to perform 
such duty. 
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3. The Court instructs the jury that if they be-
. pag·e 139 ~ lieve from the evidence that the Plaintiff is en- · 
titled to recover dam.ages, then, in estimating' 
the damages sustained by the Plaintiff, they should take into 
account the bodily injuries sustained by the Plaintiff~ the 
mental suffering, the pain undergone, the effect on the hea]th 
and nervous system of the Plaintiff according to its degree 
and its probable duration, if likely to be temporary or per-
manent, or such of them as they believe exist or existed, and 
fix such damages at such just and reasonable amount as they 
may believe from the evidence in this case will be sufficient 
to compensate her for such injuries, besides all actual pe-
cuniary damages prov~n. 
4. The Court instructs the jury that the relationship be-
tween landlord and tenant applies in this case and that it was 
the duty of the Defendant corporation as landlord, to use 
due care, to keep reasonably fit and safe the mechanical con-
dition of the incinerator in question for the purpose for which 
the incinerator was offered to the plaintiff and others in said 
apartment and that failing in this duty and without fault on 
the part of the plaintiff, the jury are instructed to find a ver-
dict for the plaintiff. 
A. The Court instructs the jury that this is an action based 
upon the charge of negligence and that the burden of prov-
ing neg·ligence rests upon the plaintiff and she must establish 
it by a preponderance of affirmative evidence. A mere prob-
ability that the defendant Company has been guilty of negli-
gence will not be sufficient, but negligence is a fact and imist 
be established like any other fact by a preponderance of- af-
firmative evidence, and unless the plaintiff establish tbe fact 
of negligence on the part of the defendant as alleged in the 
notice of motion for judgment, there can be no 
pag-e 140 ~ recovery in this case at al1. . 
B. The Court instructs the jury that the mere 
happening of au accident, even though its cause may be un-
explained, does not raise the presumption of negligence or 
cast upon the clef endant the imputation of neglig·ence; am] 
that the plaintiff, having affirmed negligence on the part of 
the defendant as the cause of the accident, must establish by 
proof sufficient to satisfy reasonable and prudent minds. 
Unless, therefore, the evidence in this case shows more than 
a probability of a negligent act or that the cause of the acci-
dent is, equa11y consistent with the existence or non-existence 
of negligence on the part of the defendant or its agents, then 
the jury must find for the defendant. · 
C. The Court instructs the jury that the defendant is not 
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the insurer of the plaintiff's safety but that it is chargeable 
only with the use of ordinary care to keep aud maintain its 
premises in a reasonably safe condition; and that any breach 
of this duty will render the defendant liable in damages to 
the defendant, which are the proximate result of the defend-
ant's neglig·ence in the performance of this duty. Therefore, 
if the jury believe from the evidence that the defendant has 
exercised ordinary care to keep and maintain its premises in 
a reasonably safe condition, and particularly the incinerator 
plant therein installed, they must find for the defendant. 
E. The Court instructs the jury that the burden of proof 
is on the defendant to prove by a preponderance of the evi-
dence contributory negligence; that such contributory negli-
gence is not presumed but must be established by 
page 141 ~ competent evidence. Contributory negligence 
may also be established by the evidence of the 
plaintiff or from all the evidence and circumstances of the 
case. _ 
ORDER. 
Entered April 11, 1940. 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and thereupon 
came a jury to-wit: Elvin I. Brawner, B. T. Gallagher, How-
~rd M. Baggett, Alvin Powell, R. I. Agner, Ivan F. Bond and 
Robert Y. Sadler, who were duly elected, tried and sworn in 
the manner prescribed by law, and having fully heard the 
evidence, argument of counsel and instructions of the Court, 
retired to their room to consult of their verdict and after a 
time returned into the Court and rendered the following ver-
dict, to-wit: "We the .Jury on the issue joined find for the 
Plain tiff in the sum of Fifteen Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00)." 
Howard M. Baggett, Foreman. 
·whereupon the defendant, by counsel, moved the Court 
to set aside the verdict as contrary to the law and the evi-
dence; moved the Court to render final judgment for defend-
ant; moved in arrest of judgment and a stay of execution and 
for a new trial which motions the Court overruled and coun-
sel for defendant noted exceptions thereto. 
Counsel for the defendant having indicated its intention to 
apply fo1· n writ of error to the Supreme Court of Appeals, 
the Court doth allow a stay of execution for a period of 60 
clays for the purpose of obtaining the record and filino· its pe-
tition, upon it or someone for it entering into bond in the pen-
alty of $2,000.00 within a period of 15 days, conditioned as 
the law directs. 
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page 142 ~ ,vhereupon it is ordered by the Court that the 
. plaintiff do recoyer of the defendant the sum of 
$1,500.00, the amount of the judgment so allowed by the jury 
in their verdict rendered, together with her costs in this be-
half expended. 
(:S) WM. P. WOOLLS, Judge. 
page 143 ~ I, ·wmiam P. vVoolls, Judge of the Corporation 
Court of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing stenographic report a114 
transcript of testimony and other incidents of the trial · ln 
the case of Opal Evans v. ·The Boulevard Apartments, Inc., 
embraces all the evidence that was introduced on the trial 
of this cause, all objections to testimony allowed by the Court 
over the objections of the defendant, the defendant's excep-
tions thereto and the answers thereto and exceptions to the 
rulings thereon; embraces also all the instructions that were 
granted on the trial of this cause, and embraces also the mo-
tions of the defendant to strike at the conclusion· of the plain-
tiff's testimony in chief, and the defendant's motion to strike 
at the conclusion of all the testimony and the defendant's 
motion to set the verdict of the jury aside as contrary to the 
law and the evidence and for a new trial and the defendant's 
exceptions and the reasons stated for said exceptions to the 
Court's action in overruling said motions and that the said 
foregoing stenographic report and transcript of testimony 
and ">ther incidents of said trial were this day presented to 
tlw undersigned Judge of the said Court for authentication; 
And it appearing in writing that the Attorneys of Record 
for the plaintiff have had reasonable notice of the time and 
place when tl1is Certificate was to be tendered and presented 
to the Judge of this Court for his sig·nature, and the said 
transcript appearing to be correct, full and complete in all re-
spects, it is hereby certified and authenticated as the true 
transcript of all the proceedings had at the trial of said case 
and the same is transmitted to the Clerk of fiaid Court to be 
filed with and made a part of the record in this case. 
Done within sixty days from the date of Final tludgment 
in said case. 
Given under my hand this 25th day of May, 1940. 
WM. P. WOOLLS, .Judge. 
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page 144 ~ Virginia: 
In tlie Clerk's Office of the Corporation Court of the City of 
Alexandria. 
I, Elliott F. Hoffman, Clerk of the Corporation Court of 
the City of Alexandria, Virginia, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing· is a true transcript of the record in the (lase of 
Opal Evans v. The Boulevard Apartments, Inc., UR appr~ars 
from the original records and files in this office; and I do 
.further certify that it affirma.tively appears from the papers 
· filed in said action that the attorneys for the plaintiff bad 
due written notice of the intention of the said defendant. to 
apply for the fnregoing transcript of record and further t1iat 
the said attorneys had due· written notice of the time and 
place at which the said transcript of evidence and incidents 
of trial iri lieu of Bill of Exceptions was tendered the J udg·c 
of said Court to · be signed, sealed and made a pa rt of the 
record in this case. 
· Given u.nder my hand this 25th day of May, 1940. 
ELLIOTT F. HOFFMAN, Clerk. 
A Copy-Teste : 
; 
'· 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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